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Chapter 4 Trust concept in taxation law

Concept of a trust

Ordinary concept of a trust

Parties to a trust

Trust creator

Trustee

Beneficiary

Trust may be created unilaterally

Foreign entities may be classified as trusts

Persons with powers in relation to a trust

Types of trusts

Express or declared trusts

Non-express trusts

Private/public and purpose trusts

Discretionary/fixed trusts/unit trusts

Hybrid trusts

Executed and executory trusts

Bare or passive trusts and special trusts

Constituted/incompletely constituted trusts

Revocable or collapsible trusts

Conditional trusts

Statutory trusts

Deceased estates
Beneficiary

Trust deeds often allow for flexibility in adding beneficiaries
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Inferred beneficiaries
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Part 2 - Trust Creation and Variation
Chapter 5 Trust creation and the tax consequences to the trust creator

PART A: CGT CONSEQUENCES TO TRUST CREATOR

Relevant CGT events

Trust declarations
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- Tax consequences to transferor
- Trust transferor’s capital gains and losses
- "Wash" trust transfers
- Trustee’s cost base following transfer
- Time of CGT event E2
- Exception to CGT event E2
- Pre-1 November 2008 exception for trust cloning
- Pre-CGT assets
- CGT event A1; D1 and H2

Unit trusts

- Direction to a third party
- Tax consequences

Agency to create a trust

Assignment or gift to a special purpose corporation may create a trust

Quistclose trusts

- Tax consequences
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- Excluded trust creations and trust transfers
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Change of trustee

- Vesting orders
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Section 102

Purpose of s 102

Tax shifted from trustee and beneficiaries to trust creator

Original trust property converted into other property

Exclusion of foreign source income

A person who has created a trust

Power to revoke or alter trusts
  Trust law principles on powers to revoke a trust

Trust creator's infant children as beneficiaries

Commissioner's assessing power

Tax consequences to presently entitled beneficiary

PART C: SHORT-TERM AND COLLAPSIBLE CLOSELY RELATED TRUSTS
Division 6A ITAA36

Section 102B

Lease of trust interest or partnership interest is a "transfer" within s 102B

Associate

Individuals who are not trustees

Companies

Trustees

Partnerships

Termination period

Collapsibility of a trust

Excluded trust creations and trust transfers

Tax effect of s 102B(1) on trust creator or trust transferor of trust income

Consideration paid by associate to trust creator or trust transferor

Tax effect of s 102B(1) on associate

Consideration received by trust creator or trust transferor may be assessable income

PART D: TRUST CREATOR OR TRUST TRANSFEROR RECEIVES REIMBURSEMENT

Section 100A

Chapter 9 Trusts of shares and rights to dividends

PART A: ASSESSABILITY OF DIVIDENDS

Company shares and rights to dividends

Transfer of shares and interests in shares

Trustee as a shareholder for tax purposes

Trusts over interests in shares

Attribution of dividend income to beneficial owner of shares

Trust of rights to future dividends

Dividends from non-assessable non-exempt company income

Determining whether a company has declared a dividend from non-assessable non-exempt income

PART B: TREATMENT OF FRANKING CREDITS AND OFFSETS 521

Imputation system

Benchmark franking percentage
Anti-streaming rules

Integrity rules

Trusts in receipt of franked distributions

Franking credits included in trust’s assessable income

Refunds

Indirect flow-throughs to non-residents

**PART C IMPUTATION INTEGRITY RULES FOR TRUSTS AND BENEFICIARIES**

Imputation integrity rules

45-day holding and related payment rules

   Special rules also apply for trusts and beneficiaries
   Tax effect of not being a qualified person

Holding period rule

   Holding shares and holding period

Materially diminished risk

   Small shareholder exemption

Related payments rule

   Related payment

Special rules for trusts and beneficiaries

   Failure of either rule

Acquisition and disposal of shares

   Trustee acquiring, holding or disposing of shares
   Person becoming or ceasing to be a beneficiary

Continuity of holding of shares

   Trustee distributes shares in specie to a beneficiary

Deceased estates

Testamentary trusts

Shares held by a person under a legal disability transferred to a trustee

Shares held by a bare trustee for a sole beneficiary

Change of trustees

Widely held trusts
Beneficiaries with materially diminished risk

- Trusts that are not widely held
- Trusts that are widely held
- All trusts (other than family trusts and deceased estate trusts)
- Fixed interests
  - Unitholder’s interest not necessarily defeasible just because units can be redeemed
- Trusts where a beneficiary’s interest may be redeemed for less than value or may be materially reduced in value
- Commissioner’s discretion

Operation of s 160APHL

- Discretionary trusts
- Life interests
- Non-widely held unit trusts
- Widely held trusts
- Hybrid unit trusts
- Commissioner’s discretion
- Commissioner’s examples

Special position of family trusts and deceased estates

Compensating deduction for beneficiary denied franking credit

**Chapter 10 Trusts of partnership interests**

Attributes of a partner’s interest

Transferor-partner creates a trust

Transferee’s position
  - Partnership Act rules

No trust or trust transfer of a bare right to partnership profits

Tax effect of a trust of a partnership share

Tax accounting issues

Uncontrolled partnership income

Trust of partnership book debts
  - Accruals basis partnerships
Cash basis partnerships

Dissolution of cash basis partnership

Chapter 11 Trusts of interests in trusts

Attributes of a beneficiary’s interest

Notice to trustee

Transferee’s position

Mandate from a beneficiary

Formality requirements

The power of trustees to appoint to themselves is a CGT asset

Restrictions on the transfer of a beneficiary’s interest

Limited restraints may be effective

Shifting clauses

Protective trusts

Possible bankruptcy of a beneficiary

Trustee’s position

Derivation of trust income after transfer

Trust of an interest in a discretionary trust

Default beneficiary under fail-safe distribution clause

Beneficiary in de facto control of a discretionary trust

Chapter 12 Personal services trusts

PSI regime

Snapshot of the PSI regime

Personal services income

Personal services entity

Personal service entity’s PSI becomes attributed to an individual

Personal services business

Salary paid by personal service entity to individual

Deductions rules

Application of Pt IVA ITAA36

PSI regime does not operate where an individual derives income
PSI regime operates even if there is no tax avoidance or deferral

**PART A: PERSONAL SERVICES INCOME**

PSI provisions

PSI of an individual as income derived by a trust

PSI and independent contractors

Income splitting through individual granting a licence to a trust

Income splitting and use of trailing fees

**PART B: TRUSTS WITH PSI THAT CONDUCT A PSB**

Division 87 ITAA97

Results test

  Approach of courts

Unrelated clients test

Employment test

Business premises test

Narrow customer base

PSI from Australian government agencies

Trusts acting as general agents

PSB determinations

PSB trust’s deductions against PSI income

Offsetting non-PSI losses from PSI income

Distributions of PSI income

Application of Pt IVA ITAA36 where trust satisfies PSB criteria

PAYG obligations

**PART C: TRUSTS WITH PSI THAT DO NOT CONDUCT A PSB**

Trust's PSI is derived by an individual

  Individual only derives a net amount

  Individual can apply own PSI losses against non-PSI income

  Australian resident trust with foreign source PSI

Trust's deductions exceed its PSI

Trust distributions of PSI
Distribution through chain of trusts to individual or an associate

Distribution through chain of trusts where ultimate beneficiary is neither the individual nor an associate

Corporate beneficiaries

Trust's accounting PSI exceeds its net income

Cost base of units or trust interest

Trust does not make a capital gain because of non-payment to individual

Amounts promptly paid to the individual as salary or wages

Trust's deductions for PSI

Deductions a trust can take that are not available to an employee

Individual's PSI deductions

Losses of trust

Superannuation guarantee obligations

Foreign tax offsets

Capital gain from sale of PSI business

**Part 4 - Capital Transactions and Events**

**Chapter 13 Pre-CGT trust assets**

Trust's pre-CGT assets changing to CGT assets

Changes in trust asset status

Key terms in Div 149 ITAA97

See-through entities to ultimate individual owners

Charities treated as individuals

Trigger events for assets of private trusts ceasing to be pre-CGT assets

Time of deemed acquisition and cost base

Changes in majority underlying interests because of family breakdown or death

Unadministered deceased estates

Testamentary trusts

Deeds of arrangement that alter the terms of a will

Discretionary trusts

Ownership swaps
Trust demergers

Public entities

Chapter 14 Pre-CGT beneficiaries’ interests

Beneficiary’s pre-CGT interests in a pre-CGT trust changing to CGT assets

Commissioner’s practice

Beneficiary disposals of pre-CGT trust interests

CGT event K6 will not happen if roll-over available

CGT event K6 requires a market value/net value comparison

Trading stock

Depreciating assets

Market value

Net value of a trust

Beneficiary may make a capital gain but not a capital loss

Commissioner’s approach to calculating capital gain

Single-tier trust structure

Multi-tiered trust structure

Publicly listed or available unit trusts

Roll-over relief

Unit trusts subject to demerger relief

Division 115 ITAA97 discount

Division 152 ITAA97 small business concession

Chapter 15 Beneficiary and third party capital dealings

PART A: BENEFICIARY’S INTEREST IN CGT REGIME

Nature of beneficiary’s interest

Deceased estates

Discretionary trusts

Beneficiary not generally an owner of underlying trust property

The value of the beneficiaries’ equitable interests may be less than the value of the trust assets

Proprietary nature of beneficiaries’ remedies
Types of trusts for CGT purposes

Beneficiary’s interest is a distinct CGT asset

Capital, income and other interests in a trust

Income rights

Capital interests

Life/term interests and residuary/final interests

Beneficiary’s loan account

Cost base of beneficiary’s trust interest

Existing trust interest acquired from existing beneficiary

Trust interest acquired as a result of trust creation (original interest in a trust which is not a unit trust)

Trust creation: cost bases not determined under any CGT event unless CGT event E8 applies

Timing of acquisition of a beneficiary’s interest

CGT event D1 not applicable in a trust creation

Market value of trust interest is not beneficiary’s cost base on a trust creation

Cost base rules

Discretionary trust in which trust creator is a possible beneficiary

Correlation between trust creator’s gross proceeds and beneficiaries’ cost bases?

Taxes paid by trust creator or trustee not included in beneficiaries’ cost base

Beneficiary’s capital expenditure to preserve or defend beneficiary’s title to CGT asset

Payment by a beneficiary in a discretionary trust to third parties to take control of trust

Unit trusts

Deceased estates

Other rules

Creating different interests in land outside of trusts

PART B: DIFFERENT TYPES OF BENEFICIARY DEALINGS

Disposal of trust interest to a third party or another beneficiary

Beneficiary transfers trust interest to a related trust

Disposal of a capital interest: CGT event E8

Interest in trust capital
Life or term interest not an interest in the trust capital

Default beneficiary

Calculation of capital gain

Sole beneficiary

Multiple beneficiaries

Calculation of capital loss

Sole beneficiary

Multiple beneficiaries

Does CGT event E8 require a beneficiary to have an interest in any trust asset before it operates?

Disposal of interest to a third party where CGT event E8 does not operate: CGT event A1

Change of trustee

Beneficiary disposes of pre- or post-CGT trust interests

Transfer of trust interest as security for a loan

Dealings between life/term and residuary/final beneficiaries

Dealings by life/term beneficiary

Expiry of life/term beneficiary interest

Residuary/final beneficiary becoming absolutely entitled

Dealings by residuary/final beneficiary

Disposals of interests in discretionary trusts

Disposal of default beneficiary's interest

Demergers and beneficiary disposals of units in a unit trust

Beneficiary becomes trustee and an excluded beneficiary

Value shifting

Trustee merges trust with another trust and disposal of beneficiary's interest

Transfer of interests in superannuation funds

Beneficiary declares trust over a trust interest

Disposal of trust interest where trust holds a personal use asset or a collectable

Substitution of gross proceeds on disposal of trust interest

Replacement of reduced capital gain or capital loss as a special collectable loss
Application of discount capital gain rules to disposals of trust interests

Agreement by beneficiary to transfer trust interest within 12 months of acquisition

Capital gain from disposal of trust interest where trust has newly acquired assets

Application of Div 152 ITAA97 concessions to disposals of trust interests

Chapter 16 Trustee and beneficiary capital dealings

Beneficiary’s interest vis-à-vis trustee

Trustee may have beneficial interest in trust property because of duties as trustee

PART A: SIMPLE DEALINGS

Beneficiary disposes of trust interest to trustee

Trustee sets aside trust capital or non-income items

Voluntary redemption, cancellation or surrender of beneficiary’s trust interest

No disclaimer of part of an interest or subject to a condition

Disclaimer or surrender before acceptance of interest

Disclaimer or surrender after acceptance of interest

Income distributions disguised as redemptions, cancellations or surrenders

Discretionary trusts

Disclaimers by default beneficiaries in a discretionary trust

Marriage breakdown settlements

Disclaimer a trust termination and re-creation

Formality requirements

Involuntary loss of status as a beneficiary

Surrender of trust interest to trustee where trust holds a personal use asset or a collectable

Death of a life beneficiary

Beneficiary forgives debt from unpaid distributions

Trustee enters into agreement with beneficiaries about future distributions

Commissioner's practice to treat agreement as creation of a new trust

Trust splits

Trustee distributes unrealised profits

Trustee splits trust asset
PART B: CGT EVENTS E4, E5, E6 AND E7

Trustee’s position

- Trustee’s position for discretionary trusts
- Beneficiary’s position
- Beneficiary’s position for discretionary trusts
- Overlap between CGT events E4 and E5
- Main residence exemption in Subdiv 118-B

CGT event E4: trustee makes capital payment/distributes trust asset to beneficiary in respect of beneficiary’s interest

- Giving property is a payment
- Non-assessable capital payments that come within CGT event E4
- Loans by a trustee to a beneficiary
- Bailment or licence by trustee of trust property to a beneficiary
- Capital payments/asset distributions to beneficiaries in head trust
- Discretionary trusts
- Listed investment companies
- Pre-CGT interests
- Capital proceeds can include delayed payments
- Beneficiary disposes of trust interest or unit after CGT event E4 occurs
- Indexation option
- Excluded trust payments
- Trust interest or unit acquired before 1 July 2001
- Personal service trust income attributed to an individual

CGT event E4: trustee makes capital payment to beneficiary attributable to trust’s discount capital gains and small business concession

- Trustee in net loss position that distributes trust property to beneficiaries
- Beneficiaries with capital losses
- Capital loss – trust gain reduced once (item 2)
- Individual or trust capital loss – trust gain reduced twice (item 3)
- Company capital loss – trust gain reduced twice (item 4)
- Superannuation fund – capital loss and trust gain reduced once (item 5)
Superannuation fund – capital loss and trust gain reduced twice (item 6)

Trust or related trust with capital loss (item 7)

Trustee beneficiaries

Commissioner’s practice example

CGT event E4: trustee distributes excess of a trust’s accounting profit over its net income

CGT event E5: beneficiary becomes absolutely entitled to trust asset

Beneficiary absolutely entitled to trust asset
Multiple beneficiaries unlikely to be absolutely entitled
Life or term beneficiary transferring interest to final or residuary beneficiary

Trustee capital gains and losses

Employee share trusts

Main residence exemption for special disability trusts

Beneficiary's capital gains and losses

Beneficiary’s capital gains and losses disregarded if trust interest not acquired

Distribution of asset by trustee in specie

Time of CGT event E5

CGT event E6: trustee distributes trust asset to end beneficiary’s income right

Trustee’s capital gains and losses
Beneficiary’s capital gains and losses

Difference in tax treatment of life/term and final/residuary beneficiaries

Time of CGT event E6

CGT event E6: trustee distributes trust asset to end beneficiary’s income right

Trustee’s capital gains and losses
Beneficiary’s capital gains and losses

Difference in tax treatment of life/term and final/residuary beneficiaries

Time of CGT event E6

CGT event E7: trustee distributes trust asset to end beneficiary’s capital interest

Beneficiary’s loan account
Trustee’s capital gains and losses
Beneficiary’s capital gains and losses
Discretionary trusts
Testamentary trusts
Bare trusts for tenants in common and joint tenant beneficiaries
Time of CGT event E7
Distribution of trustee’s CGT event E5, E6 or E7 capital gains
Constructive trust in sale of land contracts

PART C: TRUST CONVERSIONS
Fixed trust converted to unit trust where no beneficiary absolutely entitled to trust assets
Fixed trust converted to unit trust where beneficiary absolutely entitled to trust asset
Convertible interests issued by trust converted into fixed interests
Failure to convert

PART D: FIXED TRUST ASSET SPLITS
Snapshot of Subdiv 126-G
Transfer of assets from one trust to another is CGT event E2 unless roll-over relief operates
Roll-over to “spin-off” newly created trust
Roll-over to existing trust
Market value test
Roll-over only operates for non-discretionary trusts with fixed beneficiary interests
CGT event E4 is capable of happening
Beneficiaries’ interests not affected by exercise or non-exercise of a power
Trustee's right of indemnity does not affect beneficiaries' interest
Managed investment funds
Mirror tax choices
Tax effect of making a mirror choice
No requirement to make a mirror tax choice if it does not impact on the other trust's tax position
Timing of mirror choice

Trustees' tax position
Beneficiaries’ tax position

Series of roll-overs to existing trust

Depreciating assets

Discount capital gains

Foreign trust with non-taxable Australian property

Trustee must give relevant information to beneficiaries

PART E: TRUST CLONING

Cloning exception in CGT events E1 and E2

   Cloning exception did not apply if new trusts had different beneficiaries

Commissioner’s trust cloning practice

   Time at which comparison is made
   Beneficiaries
   Beneficiary acting in different capacities
   Terms
   Trustees
   Appointors, guardians, and protectors
   Beneficiaries’ rights and entitlements
   Vesting and termination dates
   State laws
   Family trust and interposed entity elections
   Part IVA ITAA36

New trust’s CGT attributes

If CGT events E1 and E2 exception applies, CGT events A1 and D1 have no effective operation

Chapter 17 Unit trusts: trustee and unitholder capital dealings

CGT concept of a unit trust

   Managed investment schemes
   Unit stapled to a share or another unit

Beneficiary’s interest in a unit trust

   Section 70-100

CGT characterisation of a unit
Contractual relationship between unitholders

Issue of units

Unitholder's position

Value shifting

Trustee varies rights within or attached to units

CGT event C2

Deemed operation of CGT event C2 for widely held unit trusts

CGT event D1

CGT event H2

Value shifting

Unit splits and reverse splits

Redemption of units

Redeemed unit pregnant with trust income

Units redeemed at a discount or a premium

Employee benefit unit trusts

Units redeemed through trustee issuing promissory note

Exception to market value substitution rule for widely held unit trusts

Trustee makes capital payment to unitholder where no unit redemption

Trustee makes capital payment to beneficiary attributable to trust's discount capital gains and small business concession

Trustee distributes excess of a trust's profit over its net income

Unitholder becomes absolutely entitled to trust asset

Effect on unitholder's cost base of unit

Trustee distributes trust asset to end unit rights

Trustee issues bonus units

Bonus issue not assessable

Calls on partly paid non-assessable bonus units

Bonus issue assessable

Division 725 ITAA97 direct value shift

Convertible interests issued by unit trust converted into units
Convertible interest
Traditional securities
Capital gains and losses disregarded on conversion
Failure to convert
Cost bases
Time of acquisition of units after conversion
Units exchanged for other units in same trust
Subdivision 124-E roll-over relief
Class of units
Not all members of a class have to elect roll-over relief
Tax effect of Subdiv 124-E roll-over for exchange of units
Trustee grants an option to acquire units
Unitholder’s (grantee’s) position
Option to acquire units terminates without exercise
Option holder’s (grantee’s) position
Unitholder exercises options to acquire units
Free issued options
Market value substitution rule
Other options
Rights to acquire units and options to acquire units (call options)
Exchange of rights or options to acquire units because of unit split or reverse split
Subdivision 124-F requirements
Tax effect of Subdiv 124-F roll-over for exchange of units
Tax consequences if Subdiv 124-F roll-over not elected
Variation of options and rights
Sub-trust issues units, options or rights to unitholders of head trust
Unit trust asset splits: Subdiv 126-G roll-overs
Trustee issues options or rights to sell back units to trustee (put options)

Chapter 18 Value shifting and asset stripping

PART A: OVERVIEW AND BASIC CONCEPTS
Asset stripping

Direct value shifting involving interests in trusts

Indirect value shifting and trusts
  Realisation time method
  Adjusted values method

Interaction between a direct value shift and an indirect value shift

Comparison of Divs 723, 725 and 727 ITAA97
  Basic concepts
  Affected owners
  Types of assets
  Tax consequences

Key terms used in Divs 723, 725 and 727 ITAA97
  CGT assets
  Realisation event
  Loss realised for income tax purposes
  Gain realised for income tax purposes
  Trading stock
  Revenue assets
  Adjustment of capital gains and losses
  Consequential adjustments where CGT asset is trading stock
  Consequential adjustments where CGT asset is a revenue asset

Application of other provisions

**PART B: DIRECT VALUE SHIFTING BY TRUST CREATING A RIGHT OVER TRUST’S ASSETS**

Operative provisions of Div 723 ITAA97
  When will a trust suffer a loss reduction?
  Trust rolls over underlying asset after creating right
  Tax consequences of a Div 723 ITAA97 asset strip
    Loss reduction on realisation attributable to simultaneous creation of right
  Disposal by associate of right at a profit
  Tax consequences when trust receives a roll-over replacement
PART C: DIRECT VALUE SHIFTING BY DEALING IN AN INTEREST IN A TRUST

Operative provisions of Div 725 ITAA97

Direct value shift

DVS involving equity or loan interests

Concept of a scheme

Scheme involving equity or loan interests in a trust

Primary equity and loan interests in a trust

Primary and secondary equity interest in a trust

Equity interest in a discretionary trust

Loan interest in a trust

Controlling entity test and trusts

Fixed trusts

40% stake test

Tests based on control of trust income or capital

Control of trustee

Non-fixed trusts

Control of trustee

Control of the trust income or capital

Discretionary trusts

Down interests and cause of value shift

Up interests and cause of value shift

Interests issued at a discount

Affected owners of trust interests

Associates

Active participants

Closely held trust

Non-fixed and discretionary trusts

Up interests: associate of an associate of a controller

Table of affected owners and value shifts

No reversal within four years
Schemes to use $150,000 exemption

Tax consequences of a DVS

- Pre-shift gains and losses
- Neutral direct value shifts
- Summary of different tax consequences
- Taxing events
- Changes to adjustable values
- Roll-over treatment
- Disposal treatment

The effect of Subdiv 725-D

Adjustable value of CGT assets

Realised capital gains

- CGT event K8
- Calculating the capital gain
- Multiple application of s 725-245

Adjusted values for CGT assets that are not trading stock or revenue assets

- Interests held by same affected owner
- Interests held by different affected owners
- Value shifts where no affected owner is involved
- Multiple application of s 725-245

Adjusted values for CGT assets that are also trading stock or revenue assets

Adjustable value of trading stock and revenue assets

- Trading stock
- Revenue assets

Realised and unrealised capital gains for trading stock and revenue assets

- Realised gains
- Unrealised gains
- Calculating the gain
- Multiple applications of s 725-335

Adjusted values for trading stock and revenue assets
Interests held by same affected owners
Down interests with pre-shift gains
Up interests with pre-shift gains
Up interests with pre-shift losses
Interests held by different affected owners
Down interests with pre-shift gains
Down interests with pre-shift losses
Value shifts where no affected owner is involved
Reducing uplift to prevent double increase in adjustable value

Unit trusts: interaction of Div 725 ITAA97 with bonus units rules (Subdiv 130-A)

Diagrams for operation of Div 725 ITAA97

Operation of Div 725 ITAA97 if all equity interests are owned by the one person

Operation of Div 725 ITAA97 if equity interests are owned by two persons and change of position between them
  Direct value shift
  Control test
  Participants in the scheme test
  Affected owner test
  Up interests
  De minimis exception
  Reversal exception
  Consequences of a direct value shift

Operation of Div 725 ITAA97 if interests have different tax attributes
  Direct value shift through variation of rights
  Adjustments for up and down interests held
  Adjustments and taxing events for down interests held
  CGT and revenue consequences

PART D: INDIRECT VALUE SHIFTING WITHIN A TRUST

Some key concepts

Operative provisions of Div 727 ITAA97
Indirect value shift

Provision of economic benefits

Non-assessable trust distribution

Termination or cancellation of a beneficiary’s interest in a trust

Schemes that result in an IVS

IVS amount: market value test

Minimum connection between losing and gaining entities

Discretionary trusts that are losing or gaining entities

Gaining entity may be an individual

Ultimate controller test

Ultimate controller of a company

Common ownership nexus test

Closely held companies and trusts and common ownership

Closely held companies with 300 or more members

Closely held trusts with 300 or more beneficiaries

Non-fixed and discretionary trusts

Two or more ultimate owners

Ultimate stakes

Companies

Fixed trusts

Non-fixed trusts

Interposed entities and tracing of interests

Section 727-400(1) table combinations

Both entities are companies

Both entities are fixed trusts

Entities are a company and a fixed trust

Entities are a company and a non-fixed trust

Entities are a fixed trust and a non-fixed trust

Exclusions from IVS rules

Value shift does not exceed $50,000
Disposal of assets at cost or not less than market value at acquisition

Services provided by losing entity for at least direct cost

Services provided by gaining entity on commercial basis

Anti-overlap provisions

Other exclusions

Consequences of a Div 727 ITAA97 IVS

Choice between adjustment methods

Realisation time method

Affected interests of affected owners

Affected interests realised at a loss

Reduction of losses

Reduction of gains

Exclusions

Adjustable value method

Disaggregated attributable decrease

Disaggregated attributable increase

Reduction on loss focused basis

Old market value greater than or equal to old adjustable value

Old market value is less than the old adjustable value

Reduction on non-loss focused basis

IVS and asset characterisation

CGT assets

Trading stock

Revenue assets

Interests in the gaining entity

Presumed indirect value shift

Indirect value shifts resulting from direct value shifts

**Part 5 - Corporatisation**

**Chapter 19 Corporate spin-off of trust assets**

Tax context of asset spin-offs
Roll-over relief requirements

Trigger events

All the assets of a business

Pre-CGT business that has been expanded after 19 September 1985

Trustee must only receive shares in spin-off company

CGT event A1 disposal cases

Disposals to pre-existing owned company

Trustee must own shares under same trust

Multiple trustees

Certain trust assets excluded from Div 122 ITAA97 roll-over relief

Rule where spin-off assets are rights, options, convertible interests and exchangeable interests

Company cannot be an exempt entity

Australian residency

Spin-off company undertakes to discharge a liability attached to assets

Single asset transferred

All assets of a business transferred

Liability "in respect of an asset"

Tax consequences to trust of Div 122 ITAA97 roll-over: single asset transfers

Pre-CGT asset

CGT asset

Tax consequences to trust of Div 122 ITAA97 roll-over: "all assets of a business" transfers

All assets are pre-CGT assets – no precluded assets

All assets are pre-CGT assets – some precluded assets

All assets are post-CGT assets

Business assets are both post-CGT and pre-CGT

Indexation

Position of multiple trustees

CGT events D1, D2, D3 and F1

Trust's cost base for shares in spin-off company

Consequences of roll-over to spin-off company: CGT event A1 disposals
Pre-CGT assets

Post-CGT assets

Consequences of roll-over to spin-off company: CGT events D1, D2, D3 and F1 (asset creation by trust)

Spin-off company cannot elect roll-over for re-transfer of asset to trust

Commissioner can reconstruct roll-over if it is part of a Pt IVA ITAA36 scheme

Depreciating asset roll-over

**Chapter 20 Trust/company swaps**

Snapshot of Subdiv 124-N

Trustee/company position

Beneficiary/shareholder position

Termination of the trust

Trustee company holds CGT assets for itself

Subdivision 124-N roll-over conditions

CGT event E4

Discretionary trusts

Hybrid trusts

Trust restructuring period

Trust's retention of minimum assets

Two or more trusts merging into swap company

Transferee/swap company

Transferee/swap company can have been trustee of transferor trust

Shareholder interests in swap company

Market value of swap shares

Problems in using a trust company with existing assets and liabilities as the swap company

Use of shelf companies

Trust and company must both roll-over

Tax consequences to trust

No CGT event when terminating trust distributes shares in specie to its beneficiaries
Tax consequences to swap company

Trading stock
Rights and options

No transfer to transferee company of trust's tax attributes

Beneficiary/shareholder position

Non-resident beneficiaries/shareholders

Beneficiary cannot claim capital loss from CGT event C2 during trust restructuring period

 Failure to terminate trust: CGT event J4

Extension to six-month period for trust restructure

Time of CGT event J4

Tax consequences to transfer trust

Tax consequences to transferee/swap company

Tax consequences to former beneficiaries/shareholders

Example of a Subdiv 124-N roll-over

Depreciating asset roll-over

**Chapter 21 Interposed companies**

Commissioner's ruling

Trusts that are not unit trusts

Snapshot of Subd 124-H

Disposal of units

Redemption or cancellation of units

Common rules

Tax consequences

Reorganisation of a unit trust's affairs

Disposal of units in a unit trust for shares in a company

Disposals over a period

Types of exchange shares

Redemption or cancellation of units in a unit trust for shares in a company

Trustee may issue additional units to company as part of scheme

Interposed company
Tax consequences to unit trust

Election by each exchanging unitholder

Tax effect of roll-over election to a unitholder

Tax effect of roll-over election to interposed company

Position apart from Subdiv 124-H

Effect of Subdiv 124-H if trust has pre-CGT assets

Cost bases of post-CGT units

Company election

Non-resident beneficiaries/shareholders

**Part 6 - Trust mergers, Takeovers and Demergers**

**Chapter 22 Trust mergers**

Scope of this chapter

No procedure to treat two trusts as one because of common elements

Combined trusts may retain separate status

Transfer of assets from one trust to another is CGT event E2

Transferee trust

CGT losses of beneficiaries in transferor trust

Does the transferee trust also terminate?

Cost bases and tax attributes of merged trust

**Chapter 23 Trust takeovers**

Scope of this chapter

Swap of beneficiary’s interest: CGT event E8 or A1

Cancellation of beneficiary’s interest: CGT event C2

Snapshot of Subdiv 124-M

Subdivision 124-M roll-over conditions

Both target and takeover trusts must have fixed entitlements

Subdivision 124-M roll-over includes options and rights to trust interests

Post-CGT and pre-CGT trust interests

Where CGT event K6 happens

Replacement interests
Takeover trust conditions

Arrangement

In consequence of an arrangement

Trust voting interests

Participation available on substantially same terms

Closely held trusts and non-arm’s length takeovers

Non-arm’s length dealings

Trusts with 300 beneficiaries

Concentrated ownership

Possible variation of rights

Consequences of Subd 124-M roll-over to beneficiaries in target trust

Capital gain is disregarded

Capital gain for some original interests and capital loss for others

Cost base of replacement unit or trust interest in takeover trust

Partial roll-overs

Consequences of Subdiv 124-M roll-over to takeover trust

Takeover trust acquires units or trust interest in target trust

No significant stakeholder or common stakeholder

Significant stakeholder or common stakeholder

Takeover trust acquires new units or trust interest in target trust and original units or interests are cancelled

No significant stakeholder or common stakeholder

Significant stakeholder or common stakeholder

Tax consequences of trust merger if Subdiv 124-M does not apply

Significant stakeholder and common stakeholder

Significant stakeholder

Significant stake

Common stakeholder

Common stake

Non-resident beneficiaries
Interests in publicly listed unit trusts

Application for Subdiv 124-M roll-over

Chapter 24 Trust demergers

Scope of this chapter

Disposal by head trust of interests in its sub-trust to head trust beneficiaries

Issue of new interests in sub-trust to head trust beneficiaries

Issue of new interests in demerged trust

CGT event H2

Variation of interests in head trust as part of demerger not a CGT event

Snapshot of Div 125 ITAA97

Division 125 ITAA97 roll-over conditions

Division 125 rules also apply if no roll-over operates or is elected

Division 125 applies if pre-condition (4) not met

Division 125 applies even if the owner of an original does not make a capital gain or loss

Division 125 applies even though roll-over not elected

Ownership interest

Demerger group, head entity and demerger subsidiary

No splitting of sub-groups

Trust can have more than one head trust

Triangular and other multiple trust arrangements

CGT event E4 test must apply to all trust interests

Discretionary trusts

Demerger and restructuring

Nominee sales

Example of a demerger that does not meet conditions of s 125-70

The demerged trust

Successive demergers

Anti-value shifting rule

Beneficiaries in demerged trust may subscribe and pay for units or trust interests

Non-availability of other roll-overs
Listed widely held trusts

Non-resident beneficiaries

Tax consequences to beneficiaries of demerger in trust structure

No scope for application of Div 725 ITAA97

Beneficiary's tax position if demerger but no CGT event occurs to trust interest

1. Cost base (reduced cost base) of new units or trust interests in demerged trust – all original interests are post-CGT
2. Adjusted cost base (reduced cost base) of original units or trust interests in demerged trust – all original interests are post-CGT
3. Some or all of original trust interests are pre-CGT interests

Later disposal of units or trust units in demerged trust

Beneficiary elects Div 125 ITAA97 roll-over and CGT event occurs

Capital gains or losses disregarded

Cost base readjustments

Original units or trust interests acquired before 20 September 1985

Later disposal of units or trust units in demerged trust

Example of demerger ownership and divestment rules

Beneficiary elects not to apply Div 125 ITAA97 roll-over and CGT event occurs

Capital gains or losses not disregarded

No disposal but CGT event occurred

Original trust interests are pre-CGT interests

Interaction of Divs 125 and 115 ITAA97 (CGT discount)

Tax consequences to trusts in demerging group

Certain capital gains or losses disregarded for demerging entity

Adjusted capital loss for value shift under a demerger

Reduced cost base reduction if demerger asset subject to rollover

Tax consequences to assets of demerged trust

Division 125 ITAA97 elections

Part 7 - Distributions, Applications and Accumulations of Trust Income and Property

Chapter 25 Distribution, application and accumulation concepts

Scope of this chapter
Distributive events
Non-distributive events

PART A: TRUST LAW PRINCIPLES

Trustee’s distribution powers

Trustee’s powers not prescribed
Range of beneficiaries
Duration of powers
Powers may require beneficiary or third party consent
Trustee cannot fetter future exercise of discretion
Trustee’s distribution decisions may vary or terminate trust
Trustee’s distribution decisions may result in a release or disclaimer of trustee’s powers and terminate trust
Trustee’s valid absolute distributions cannot be retrospectively changed

Powers must be exercised in good faith

What good faith requires
Exercise of a discretion without regard to tax consequences may be void
Trustee stating reasons
Exemption clauses do not release a trustee from acting as a fiduciary

Power to distribute income or accumulate
Power to determine source of a distribution
No power to make distributions to a sub-trust if a breach of rule against remoteness of vesting
Power to make an in specie distribution

Valuations
Time at which a distribution is complete
Appropriation of assets to capitalise an annuity
Appropriation of assets to capitalise a life or term interest

Power to allow beneficiaries the use of trust property
Power to make loans to beneficiaries
Power of maintenance and advancement
Beneficiary becomes creditor of trustee for unpaid distributions
Beneficiary’s interest in unpaid distributions

Trustee’s decision or obligation to hold unpaid amount under a separate subtrust

Unpaid distribution to a self-managed superannuation fund may be an in-house asset

Power to appropriate a payment between debt, interest and a distribution

Distributions in breach of trust

   Excessive distributions to beneficiaries

   Distributions made to beneficiaries which leave a shortfall of trust funds to pay trustee’s tax liabilities

   Trustee may seek court’s advice

Distributions by an insolvent trust

Construcive distributions

PART B: TRUST ACCOUNTING INCOME, CAPITAL AND PROFIT

Trust income

   Judicial descriptions of trust income

   Trust profit

Notions of income and capital in trust law

   Accumulated income may become trust capital

Trust accounting standards

   Impact of AIFRS

Accounting treatment not controlling

Receipts

   Trading stock

   Sale of capital items with pregnant profits

   Liquidating distribution from a company

   Dividend reinvestment schemes and bonus shares and debentures

   Unpaid income

   Sale of minerals and timber

   Newborn livestock and wool clips

   Capital components of rents

   Zero coupon and discount loans
Royalties from copyrights and patents
Compulsory acquisitions

Expenses
Administration expenses
Insurance premiums
Trading stock purchased for a new business
Purchase of capital items with pregnant profits
Depreciation
Improvements
Annuities and periodic payments to beneficiaries
Extraordinary losses

Distributions from trusts and partnerships to trusts
Past year losses applied against current year profit for distribution purposes
Capital gains tax payable by income beneficiaries

Trust clauses defining income and capital
  Practical issues in using the s 95 definition to define trust accounting income
  Section 95 definition and life tenants or income only beneficiaries
  Income definition clauses that give a trustee an unlimited discretion or remove a court’s jurisdiction are void
  Clauses that allow capital to be treated as income
  Operation of income definition clauses may be excluded by legislative inference

Trust with nil accounting income but with an item of statutory income for tax purposes

Apportionment

Income that is the subject of a trust is not trust income

PART C: TAX CONCEPTS: TRUST INCOME, ASSESSABLE INCOME, NET INCOME AND CAPITAL

Different tax concepts
Net income
Assessable income does not include exempt or non-assessable non-exempt income
Net income of trust may differ between beneficiaries
Capital and capital gains
Receipt of trust capital is not a CGT event for trust.

Disregarded capital gains

Net income determined as at end of a tax year

Existence of net income not necessary for present entitlement to trust income

Present entitlement concept used as a mechanism in primary production regime

Trust assessable income

- Employer contributions to a trust for employees may be trust capital
- Dividends
- Partnership distributions
- Trading stock
- Unrealised gains following an asset revaluation
- Exempt income or non-assessable non-exempt component of assessable receipt
- Cash gifts from beneficiaries

Tax accounting

Allowable deductions

- Trust establishment costs
- Expenses when determining trust and beneficiary issues
- Commission
- Costs to change trust deed, convert trust into a new structure or merge trusts
- Financing costs
- Interest
- Interest on funds borrowed from a beneficiary
- Cost of issuing trust interests to raise equity
- Unit and fixed trusts – expenditure paid through the issue of trust interests
- Bank charges and fees
- Tax-related expenses
- Loss of trust funds
- Expenses in recovery of distributions in breach of trust or by insolvent trusts
- Tax offsets
- Superannuation deductions
Non-deductible costs may become part of cost base of a CGT asset

Trusts established for a purpose

Interest on funds borrowed to pay a trust distribution to a beneficiary

TR 2005/12

Capital distributions sourced from revaluation of trusts assets

Interest on funds borrowed to pay taxes

No deduction for farm management deposits

No deduction for prior year losses to be met out of corpus for income only beneficiaries and life tenants

No deduction for trust benefit scheme losses

Past year losses

Small business tax concessions

**PART D: EXEMPT INCOME**

What is exempt income?

Trust exempt income

**PART E: NON-ASSESSABLE NON-EXEMPT INCOME**

What is non-assessable non-exempt income?

**PART F: TAX ATTRIBUTION OF TRUST INCOME ("STREAMING")**

Attribution principle – streaming

Attribution may be excluded by legislative inference

Attribution where trustee does not separately account for different types of income or intermixes income

Necessity for trust deed to allow streaming

Commissioner's view that attribution does not apply to different beneficiaries' interests in "net income"

**PART G: NO TAX ATTRIBUTION OF TRUST LOSSES**

No distribution of trust losses

Trust's losses not deductible to a beneficiary

Special position of personal service trusts

**PART H: LEGAL DISABILITY**

Concept of legal disability

Corporate legal disability
Trustee of a sub-trust deemed not to be under a legal disability

Legal disability removed for beneficiaries presently entitled through a trust to farm management deposit income

Chapter 26 Present entitlement

Trust income
Trust capital
Conferring a present entitlement
Unrealised gains
Deemed present entitlement
Discretionary trusts
Loss of present entitlement
Deceased estates
Purpose trusts
Present entitlement to a share of the income of a trust estate
   Capital gains included in trust accounting income
Distributable or available income
   Amounts that must be retained under a trust instrument
   Amounts that cannot be distributed under a trust distribution resolution
Interim distributions in excess of distributable or available income
Share of the income
Joint tenants presently entitled to a share of net income

Can the Commissioner challenge the efficacy of a trust distribution and raise the present entitlement issue?
   Can the Commissioner treat a person connected with a trust as a constructive beneficiary who is presently entitled to trust income?
   Can the Commissioner assert that a beneficiary is presently entitled to trust income if the trustee and that beneficiary deny that there is any present entitlement?

Distribution washing and tax avoidance

PART A: ORDINARY CONCEPT OF PRESENT ENTITLEMENT

Indicators of present entitlement
   Constructive entitlement
   Present entitlement even if not possible to calculate precise amount
Distributions in breach of trust and by insolvent trusts

Present entitlement requires more than a vested and indefeasible interest in trust interest

Present entitlement does not depend on knowledge or any affirmative action by the beneficiary

Beneficiary under a legal disability

An interest subject to a condition precedent will not give rise to a present entitlement

Interest subject to loss if a condition subsequent occurs does not give rise to a present entitlement

Postponed benefit from a vested and indefeasible interest

Beneficiary not presently entitled if ownership of interest depends on a later event

Family law disputes

Trustee’s decision subject to ratification

An interest subject to a charge or surety in favour of a third party probably does not give rise to a present entitlement

Present entitlement to trust net income disguised as a capital transaction of beneficiary

Present entitlement to trust income or capital even if current dispute about its ownership

Present entitlement to trust income applied to meet costs of trustee carrying out trust duties

Trustee’s right of indemnity

Trustee’s application of current year profit to make good past year losses for distribution purposes

Trustee under an obligation to make an income type distribution but funds it from capital and not net income

Trustee accumulates trust income specifically to apply it for benefit of beneficiary

Unit trust reinvestment plans

Income accumulated to meet possible later deficiency in trust income

Income applied by trustee to make good an advance against income distribution in earlier tax year

Income to be accumulated but applied by trustee to make good an underpayment of a distribution in earlier tax year

Trust income applied as set-off against debt owed by a beneficiary

Term of trust deed that prevents present entitlement is void

Beneficiary under a bare trust

Fixed trusts and unit trusts

Trustee’s power to accumulate

Commissioner’s practice for unit trusts
Unitholder disposes of unit during a tax year

Mere ability of beneficiaries to terminate trust does not give rise to a present entitlement

Ineffective distributions

Nonsense distributions

Distributions to sub-trusts

Default distribution clauses may create present entitlement

Can a beneficiary disclaim a distribution after tax year end and not be presently entitled?

Beneficiary cannot disclaim if their agent has knowledge of present entitlement and fails to disclaim

Constructive and resulting trusts

**PART B: DEEMED PRESENT ENTITLEMENT – VESTED AND INDEFEASIBLE INTEREST UNDER S 95A(2)**

Section 95A(2)

Section 95A(2) only operates if a trust has trust accounting income

Trustee vicariously assessed when beneficiary deemed presently entitled under s 95A(2)

Situations in which s 95A(2) will operate

Situations in which s 95A(2) will not deem a present entitlement

Practical importance of beneficiary being deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2)

Mortgagee in possession with unappropriated rents

Section 95A(2) applies to trust capital for Div 6D ITAA36 purposes

Section 95A(2) applies to trust capital for managed investment fund regime purposes

**PART C: DEEMED PRESENT ENTITLEMENT – INCOME PAID OR APPLIED UNDER S 95A(1)**

Section 95A(1)

Section 95A(1) applies to trust capital for Div 6D ITAA36 purposes

Section 95A(1) applies to trust capital for managed investment fund regime purposes

**PART D: DEEMED PRESENT ENTITLEMENT – DISCRETIONARY TRUSTS UNDER S 101**

Section 101

Income of a trust estate

Section 101 is not an assessing provision

"Amount" means "share"

Discretionary trust
Unit trust may be a discretionary trust for s 101 purposes

Trustee pays an amount in exercise of a discretion

Trustee applies trust income in exercise of a discretion

  Trust resolutions made after 30 June and before 31 August no longer accepted by the Commissioner

Effect of a subsequent decision of a court requiring fresh exercise of discretion

Section 101 applies to trust capital for Div 6D ITAA36 purposes

**PART E: DEEMED LOSS OF PRESENT ENTITLEMENT UNDER S 100A**

No present entitlement if distribution washing

Section 100A

Causal link between present entitlement and reimbursement agreement

Person only a beneficiary as part of a reimbursement agreement

Reimbursement agreement

Beneficiary indemnity to trustee

Beneficiary subscribing for units or making a capital payment to a trust

Exclusion of ordinary family or commercial dealings

Beneficiaries who are trustees

Legal disability

Default distributions clause

Default operation of s 95A(2)

Tax effect of s 100A

Beneficiary cannot take deductions for reimbursement expenses

Can a beneficiary deemed not presently entitled under s 100A be assessed on the trust distribution?

Exempt entities in reimbursement agreement

Commissioner required to specify particulars of a reimbursement agreement

**Chapter 27 Trusts with net income**

Scope of this chapter

  Other trust income and trust property

  Trust distribution of net income may give rise to FBT liability

  Special situations considered in other chapters
PART A: GENERAL RULES FOR TRUSTS WITH NET INCOME

Three types of treatment for a trust’s net income

Role of former s 26(b)

Attribution or streaming of different types of net income to different beneficiaries?

When a trust has net income each beneficiary’s position must be separately examined

Receipt of income not necessary for tax liability under ss 97, 98, 99, 99A and 100

Trustee assessed under s 99 or 99A

If trustee assessed under s 98, beneficiary's share of trust net income may be included in their assessable income

Exceptional case of deceased estates

Tax effect of application of net income taxed under Div 6 ITAA36

PART B: SECTIONS 97 AND 98: TAXATION FOR BENEFICIARIES PRESENTLY ENTITLED

Individual beneficiary, not under legal disability, presently entitled and not a trustee of sub-trust

Individual beneficiary, not under legal disability, presently entitled and a trustee of sub-trust

Individual beneficiary, not under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2) and not a trustee of sub-trust

Individual beneficiary, not under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2) and a trustee of sub-trust

Individual beneficiary, under legal disability and presently entitled

Individual beneficiary, under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2)

Company beneficiary, not under a legal disability and presently entitled

Company beneficiary, under a legal disability and presently

PART C: SPECIAL RULES FOR BENEFICIARIES WHEN TRUSTEE TAXED UNDER S 98

Section 100 tax rules

Section 100: trust with a capital gain or franked dividend

Section 100: beneficiary has no other income and is not a beneficiary in another trust

Beneficiary has other income and/or is a beneficiary under another trust

PART D: TRUSTEE S 98 TAX AND BENEFICIARY’S TAX LOSSES

No transfer of beneficiary's losses to trustee taxed under s 98

Section 100(2) deduction procedure does not allow for a tax refund

PART E: BENEFICIARY’S SHARE OF THE NET INCOME
Share of the net income of the trust estate

Differences in net income and trust accounting income

The application of the proportionate approach

PART F: TRUSTEE AND BENEFICIARY AGREEMENTS TO CHANGE TAX RULES FOR CAPITAL GAINS INCLUDED IN NET INCOME

Capital gains included in net income to which a beneficiary is presently entitled

- Situations in which Commissioner’s practice applied
- Commissioner’s concession
- Procedure to adopt Commissioner’s practice
- Practice issues
- Treatment of capital gains since 1 July 2010

Capital gains included in net income to which a beneficiary is presently entitled

- Situations in which Commissioner’s practice applied
- Commissioner’s concession
- Procedure to adopt Commissioner’s practice
- Practice issues
- Treatment of capital gains since 1 July 2010

PART G: SECTIONS 99 AND 99A

Net income not assessed to a beneficiary under s 97 or a trustee under s 98

- Trustee’s ss 99 and 99A liability not limited by s 254(1)(e)

Sections 99 and 99A apply to whole or part of net income

Section 99 only applies if s 99A does not apply

- Limited situations in which s 99 can apply

Commissioner’s practice not to apply s 99 or 99A if beneficiary is exempt from tax

Differences in tax rates

Differences between ss 99 and 99A for tax-favoured capital gains

Section 99A calculation of net income when trust has losses and there are beneficiaries with no capital interest

Unit trusts can be subject to ss 99 and 99A

Commissioner allowed trustee to contract out of s 99 or 99A for capital gains up to end of 2009-10

PART H: FOREIGN INCOME INCLUDED IN TRUST NET INCOME
Double taxation relief for foreign taxes paid on foreign income

Foreign tax offset regime: 2008-09 and later years

Key features of foreign tax offset regime

Operative provisions

Foreign income tax

Foreign income tax – inclusions and exclusions

Foreign dividends subject to foreign withholding tax

Amount of foreign tax offset

Refunded and reimbursed foreign income tax

Beneficiary attribution of foreign source income received through a trust

Deemed payment of taxes by trustees and beneficiaries

Combined application of Div 6 ITAA36 and Div 770 ITAA97

Resident beneficiaries taxed under s 97(1)

Trustee assessed under s 98

Trustee assessed under s 99 or 99A

Trust with a current year loss and foreign income tax offset

Trusts with foreign capital gains and Australian capital losses

Resident beneficiaries taxed under s 100

PART I: TRUSTEE’S TAX LIABILITY

Trustee’s tax in capacity as trustee of distributing trust

PART J: SECTIONS 97 AND 98 EXCLUDED BY OTHER PROVISIONS

Beneficiary under a revocable trust

Beneficiary under a short-term or collapsible closely related trust

Beneficiary of family trust subject to FTDT

Trustee of closely held trust subject to TBNDT

Deceased estates

Tax consequences to beneficiary

PART K: BENEFICIARY’S RECEIPT OF NET INCOME TAXED TO TRUSTEE UNDER SS 98, 99 AND 99A

Provisions that exclude a beneficiary being assessed on trust net income
No tax liability on beneficiary for subsequent receipt of trustee-taxed income

**PART L: UNCONTROLLED PARTNERSHIP INCOME**

Sections 97 and 98(2) tax rates can be increased under s 94

Section 94 applies if partner does not have control of partnership share

Trustee as partner with uncontrolled partnership income

Beneficiary a trustee of a sub-trust

Streaming uncontrolled partnership income to particular beneficiaries

Commissioner’s general discretion

Section 94 does not apply to company and infant beneficiaries

Long-term primary producers

Rates of tax

**PART M: EXEMPT ENTITY BENEFICIARIES WITH DIVERTED TRUST INCOME**

Division 9C ITAA36

Section 121G(3)

Tax avoidance agreement

Exempt entities

Operative test in s 121G(3)(d)

Exempt entity a beneficiary in existing trust but increased distribution

Disallowance of deductions when calculating trust net income

Tax payable by exempt entity on trust distribution

Distribution of diverted income to a non-resident beneficiary

**PART N: SUPERANNUATION FUNDS WITH NON-ARM’S LENGTH TRUST INCOME**

Trust distributions to superannuation funds

  - Trust distributions not arising from a fixed entitlement
  - Trust distributions arising from a fixed entitlement

**PART O: TRUSTS WITH CAPITAL GAINS AND FRANKED DIVIDENDS – THE “INTERIM” STREAMING PROVISIONS**

Background to the streaming provisions

Treatment of capital gains before the streaming provisions

Overview of the streaming provisions
The meaning of "specifically entitled"

What are the elements for specific entitlement?
The first requirement
The second requirement

Calculation of the amount to which a beneficiary is specifically entitled
Capital gain
Franked distribution
Proportionate entitlement to gross amount

Creating specific entitlement through a chain of trusts
The meaning of "adjusted Division 6 percentage"

Treatment of capital gains under Subdiv 115-C
Introduction to the steps
The steps in detail
Summary of the steps
Examples: tax treatment of capital gain under Subdiv 115-C
Alternative method of calculating the CGT "attributable gain"
Assessing a trustee under s 98 in relation to a capital gain
Assessing a trustee under ss 99 and 99A in relation to a capital gain
A trustee may choose to be assessed in relation to a capital gain

Introduction to the treatment of franked distributions under Subdiv 207-B
The operation of s 207-35
The steps to be followed under Subdiv 207-B
Introduction to the steps
The steps in detail
Summary of the steps

The meaning of "share of a franked distribution" in s 207-55
The meaning of "share of the franking credit on a franked distribution"
Examples: tax treatment of franked distribution under Subdiv 207-B
Franked distributions within a class treated as a single franked distribution
Alternative method of calculating the "attributable franked distribution"
Assessing a trustee under s 98 in relation to a franked distribution

Assessing a trustee under ss 99 and 99A in relation to a franked distribution

Modification of Div 6 ITAA36 by Div 6E ITAA46

When Div 6E ITAA36 applies

Division 6E income of the trust estate

Division 6E net income of the trust estate

Division 6E present entitlement to the income of the trust estate

Division 6E ITAA36 may increase a taxpayer's Div 6 amount

The interaction between Divs 6 and 6E ITAA36

Worked example of the combined operation of Divs 6 and 6E ITAA36 and the streaming provisions

Section 100AA: failure to pay or notify exempt entity of their entitlement

Section 100AB: disproportionate distributions to exempt entities

When does s 100AB apply?

To which trusts does s 100AB apply?

Exempt entity

Adjusted Division 6 percentage

Benchmark percentage

Adjusted net income

How does s 100AB apply?

Chapter 28 Taxation of other distributions and applications: items not included in assessable income

Scope of this chapter

Non-income trust receipts

Trustee creates a new trust if non-income items set aside for beneficiary

Closely held trusts and Div 6D ITAA36 reporting obligations

PART A: TRUST ACCOUNTING INCOME NOT INCLUDED IN TRUST’S ASSESSABLE INCOME

Section 99B: amounts paid to, or applied for benefit of, beneficiary

Exclusions from s 99B

Amount already subject to a tax liability under s 97, 98, 99 or 99A

Excess of trust accounting profit over net income
Commissioner’s practice is to apply CGT event E4

Amount applied for the benefit of a beneficiary

Constructive distributions to constructive beneficiaries

Section 99B and non-cash distributions

Trust property applied through use

Section 99B(1) may assess beneficial enjoyment of trust property

Accumulation of excess of trust accounting profit over net income for benefit of capital beneficiaries

Loans of excess of trust accounting profit over net income to a beneficiary

Trustee forgives debt owed by a beneficiary

Income beneficiary forgives debt owed by trustee that increases value of capital beneficiaries’ interest

Accumulations of excess of trust accounting profit over net income used to purchase trust property that a beneficiary may and does use 1378

Trust leases or licences trust property to one beneficiary at low or nil rental/licence fee and that beneficiary makes occasional cash payments to other beneficiaries

Beneficiary disclaims distribution of excess of trust accounting profit over net income or assigns it to a third party

Use of exempt entities to provide benefits to non-exempt entities

Trust distributes excess of trust accounting profit over net income to exempt entity and no tax avoidance

Family trusts distributions in excess of net income subject to FTDT not caught by s 99B

Closely held trusts: Div 6D ITAA36 reporting obligations for distributions and applications of excess of trust accounting income over assessable income

**PART B: TRUST CAPITAL**

Distributions and applications of trust capital paid in an income form

Fringe benefits if beneficiary also an employee

Income type distributions from accumulated capital that have already been taxed

Effect of s 99B(2)(a) exclusion

Family trust distributions of capital may be subject to FTDT

Closely held trusts: Div 6D ITAA36 reporting obligations for distributions and applications of capital

**PART C: EXEMPT INCOME**

Trust with exempt income can either distribute or accumulate
Trust with exempt income but no accounting income

Trust with exempt income and accounting income

Exempt income already applied against current and carry-forward losses is not distributable

Exempt income but no beneficiary presently entitled

Trust in receipt of s 23AG income

Personal injury trusts

Closely held trusts: Div 6D ITAA36 reporting obligations for distributions and applications of exempt income

**PART D: NON-ASSESSABLE NON-EXEMPT INCOME**

Trust with non-assessable non-exempt income can either distribute or accumulate

Trust with non-assessable non-exempt income but no accounting income

Trust with non-assessable non-exempt income and accounting income and beneficiary presently entitled

Trust with non-assessable non-exempt income and accounting income and no beneficiary presently entitled

Closely held trusts: Div 6D ITAA36 reporting obligations for distributions and applications of non-assessable non-exempt income

**Chapter 29 Family trusts and family trust distribution tax**

Scope of this chapter

Special position of family trusts

**PART A: FAMILY TRUSTS**

Family trust concepts

Test individual

Family group

Family members

Divorced spouse of test individual or a family member

Widows and widowers of test individual or a family member

Former stepchildren

Death of a family member

Rectification of mistaken choice of test individual

Another trust with the same test individual

Family member holds as bare trustee for nonfamily member
Interposed entities

Family control test

Trusts

Companies and partnerships

Family trust election

Only one election

Revocation of election

Effective times for a family trust election

Interposed entity election

Situations in which it is not necessary to make an interposed election

Interposed entity election after death of test individual

Effective times for an interposed entity election

Election procedure

Revocation of family trust elections

Procedural rules

Revocation of interposed entity election

Procedural rules

Family group members in relation to a distribution

PART B: DISTRIBUTIONS SUBJECT TO FTDT

Family trust makes distribution outside family group

Machinery provisions for family trust distributions tax

Distributions to interposed trust that has not made a family trust election but later makes the election

Distributions by interposed trusts, partnerships and companies outside family group

Conferral of a present entitlement to trust income or capital

Distribution of income and capital

Distributions of income or capital by interposed companies and partnerships

Companies

Partnerships

Other types of distributions
Liability of company directors

Amounts subject to FTDT excluded from further taxation

Consequences for beneficiary’s deductions

CGT consequences for beneficiary

Subdivision 126-G roll-overs

Dividend from company beneficiary

Part IVA not applicable to FTDT schemes

PART C: DISTRIBUTIONS TO NON-RESIDENTS

Commissioner’s powers

Information notice

PART D: NON-RESIDENT FAMILY TRUSTS AND INTERPOSED ENTITIES

Non-resident family trusts

Non-resident interposed entities

Chapter 30 Closely held trusts, trustee beneficiaries and trustee beneficiary non-disclosure tax

Pre-1 July 2008 rules

Purpose of Div 6D ITAA36

PART A: CLOSELY HELD TRUSTS

Definition of closely held trust

Discretionary trusts

Twenty or fewer individuals with fixed entitlements

   Associated individuals treated as one person

   Discretionary trust with a fixed entitlement treated as one individual

   Fixed entitlement

   Commissioner's discretion

   Family trusts not deemed to have a fixed entitlement

Excluded trusts

PART B: TRUSTEE BENEFICIARY STATEMENTS IF TRUSTEE BENEFICIARY ASSESSABLE UNDER S 97

Obligation to make a correct TB statement for s 97 beneficiaries

Section 97 liability of trustee beneficiaries
Untaxed part – non-resident trustee beneficiaries

TB statement period

Amending incorrect TB statements

Failure to make correct TB statement

Corporate trustees

Liability of company directors

Commissioner may exempt a class of trustees from s 102UK liability

Intra-trust distributions

No refuge for trustee company directors

Net income subject to TBNDT excluded from further taxation

Subsequent trust distributions from a trust that has been subject to TBNDT

Consequences to beneficiary’s deductions

Dividend from company beneficiary

**PART C: TRUSTEE BENEFICIARY STATEMENTS IF TRUSTEE BENEFICIARY PRESENTLY ENTITLED TO TAX-PREFERRED AMOUNT**

Obligation to make a correct TB statement for tax-preferred amounts

Tax-preferred amount

- Income of the trust
- Capital of the trust

Criminal liability

Foreign resident trustee beneficiaries in receipt of non-Australian taxable property capital gains

**PART D: TBNDT MACHINERY PROVISIONS**

Tax offsets

Payment of TBNDT

Review of notice

No criminal liability for trustees quoting and recording TFNs

Recovery proceedings against trustee beneficiaries and directors who provide incorrect information to trustee

Non-resident ultimate beneficiaries

**PART E: TFN WITHHOLDING AND REPORTING RULES**

Closely held trust TFN withholding tax regime
Where beneficiary provides their TFN to the trustee

Where beneficiary does not provide their TFN to the trustee

Trusts and beneficiaries within the TFN reporting and withholding regime

Conditions applicable to a trust and its trustee

Conditions applicable to a beneficiary

Trustee must withhold if it makes an actual distribution to a beneficiary

Trustee must withhold if beneficiary becomes presently entitled to income of a closely held trust

Trusts excluded under Taxation Administration Regulations 1976

Amount trustee to withhold

Trustee reporting requirements

Credit for amounts withheld

Chapter 31 Trust loss and debt deductions rules

Scope of this chapter

- Rules that operate on an annual basis
- Rules that have a permanent effect
- Purpose of the rules
- Overseas factors
- Legislative complexity
- Capital losses

PART A: TAX LOSSES AND DEBT DEDUCTIONS

How a trust calculates a tax loss

Past year losses can become good

Debt deductions for bad debts

Debt deductions for debt/equity swaps

Summary of trust tax loss and debt deductions rules

- Categories of trusts
- Tests
- Test time
- No prospective operation
- Trusts that start or end during a period
Matrix
Consequences of failing tests
Tracing rules

PART B: EXCEPTED TRUSTS
Definition of an excepted trust
Family trusts

PART C: FIXED ENTITLEMENT CONCEPT
Use of fixed entitlement concept in other provisions of the ITAA36 and the ITAA97
Fixed entitlement – meaning of vested and indefeasible
   Colonial First State Investments Ltd
   Walsh Bay Developments Pty Ltd
   Vested and indefeasible contrasted with present entitlement
   Vested and indefeasible and timing
Commissioner’s discretion to deem a fixed entitlement
Fixed entitlement to income or capital of a company
Fixed entitlement in a partnership
Indirect holding of interests
Tracing through non-fixed interests in trusts
Family trusts deemed to have fixed entitlement even if pure discretionary trusts
Fixed entitlement in a deceased estate with life and residuary beneficiaries
Superannuation funds
   Fund with more than 50 members
   Fund with 50 or fewer members
Listed public companies and widely held unit trusts
Death of a beneficial owner of a fixed entitlement
Anti-avoidance rule

PART D: FIXED TRUSTS THAT ARE NOT WIDELY HELD
Fixed trust
Tests for fixed trusts
50% stake test
Test time for 50% stake test

Assistance provisions if fixed entitlement held by family trust

Secondary test for fixed trusts that are not widely held

Family trusts

PART E: FIXED TRUSTS THAT ARE WIDELY HELD UNIT TRUSTS

Widely held unit trusts

Categories of widely held trusts

Recategorisation by higher ownership level

Tests for fixed trusts that are widely held

50% stake test and widely held unit trusts

Unlisted very widely held trusts: no abnormal trading

Concept of abnormal trading

Holding trusts

No abnormal trading and proportionate issue of units

Tax effect of absence of abnormal trading

Part of a year in which there is no abnormal trading – current year losses

Wholesale widely held trusts: no abnormal trading

Tax effect of absence of abnormal trading

Alternative same business test

Test times and successive periods if there is abnormal trading

Tax losses of a listed widely held trust

Debt deductions of a listed widely held trust

Trust carrying on business in and outside of Australia

Part-year prior year tax losses

PART F NON-FIXED TRUSTS

What is a non-fixed trust?

Tests for non-fixed trusts

Test time for non-fixed trusts

Pattern of distributions test

Test time
Passing the test

Distributions of income or capital

Indirect distributions

Test year distributions

Application of the test

Incomplete distributions

Death or marriage breakdown of individual with a fixed entitlement

Arrangements to pass pattern of distributions test

50% stake test and non-fixed trusts

Commissioner’s discretion

Control test and non-fixed trusts

Replacement due to death, incapacitation or marriage or relationship breakdown

Deemed absence of control

PART G: CURRENT YEAR TAX LOSS AND DEBT DEDUCTION CALCULATIONS

Special regime for calculating current year tax loss and debt deductions

Dividing the income year into periods

Income year periods for fixed trusts

Fixed trusts that are not widely held

Widely held trusts

Income year periods for non-fixed trusts

Calculating notional loss or net income for each period

Attributing deductions to periods

Deductions attributed to periods as if each period was an income year

Prorated deductions

Full-year deductions

Attributing income to periods

Trust income attributed on a “reasonably attributable basis”

Some income attributed to each period in proportion to length of period to which income relates

Deemed dividends attributed to period when amount paid or credited
Double or second wool clips
All other items of assessable income

Trusts with interests in partnerships
Same income year
Different income years

Calculating the trust’s net income
Calculating the trust’s tax loss

PART H: COMMISSIONER’S INFORMATION POWERS

Fixed trusts with interests held by non-resident family trusts
Non-fixed trusts with interests held by non-resident family trusts

Chapter 32 Injected income scheme losses

Division 270
Basic case
Division 270 applies even if loss year was before scheme started
Bad debt deduction incurred before start of the scheme
Flow chart

Redetermination of scheme assessable income

A scheme
Benefit
Outsider
Outsider to a family trust
Fixed entitlement
Fixed trust
Multiple family trusts with same test individual
Multiple family trusts with an interposed election
Multiple family trusts and fixed entitlements

Special case – outsider becomes trustee or beneficiary before trust derives income

Recalculation of taxable income if Div 270 of Sch 2F ITAA36 applies

Examples of the application of Div 270 of Sch 2F ITAA36
Assumption that B did not derive assessable income
Treating the assignor as the outsider
Treating the conduit trust as the outsider

Chapter 33 Corporate beneficiaries

Assessment rules

PART A: EFFECT OF A TRUST DISTRIBUTION ON COMPANY LOSSES AND BAD DEBT DEDUCTIONS – DIV 165 ITAA97

Company tax loss and bad debt deduction rules

Current year losses
Trust income attributed to periods
Company's capital gains and losses
Bad debts

Same business test
Is trust distribution to a company a relevant transaction?
What does the term transaction cover?
Trust distribution entered into in course of business operations
Minimal trust distributions

Tax avoidance purpose

PART B: TRUST INCOME "INJECTED" INTO A COMPANY – DIV 175 ITAA97

Division 175 ITAA97 rules

Disallowed loss is not cancelled

Application of Div 175 ITAA97 to trust distributions

Trust income or capital gain injected into company because of available tax loss (s 175-10)
Someone else obtains a tax benefit as a result of trust distribution made to a company because of an available tax loss (s 175-15)
Trust income or capital gain injected into company because of available deductions (s 175-20)
Deduction injected into company because of available income or capital gain (s 175-25)
Someone else obtains a tax benefit because of income or capital gain available to company from a trust distribution (s 175-30)(2))
Capital gain from trust distribution injected into company because of available net capital loss (s 175-45)
Someone else obtains a tax benefit because of net capital loss available to company (s 175-50)
Capital gain from trust distribution injected into company because of available capital loss (s 175-60)

Capital loss injected into company because of available capital gain from a trust distribution (s 175-65)

Someone else obtains a tax benefit because of capital loss or gain available to company (s 175-70(2))

Trust income or capital gain injected into company because of available bad debt (s 175-85)

Someone else obtains a tax benefit because of bad debt deduction available to company (s 175-90)

Shareholder interest rules

Commissioner’s practice

Example of trust/company loss scheme

PART C: PRIVATE COMPANY BENEFICIARIES WITH UNPAID PRESENT ENTITLEMENTS

Background

Division 7A ITAA36

Associate

Division 7A tracing rules

Section 108

Division 7A, Subdiv B ITAA36: non-commercial loans by private company beneficiary to trust

Loan

Unpaid distributed amount held by trustee under a sub-trust

Unpaid distributed amount converted into a loan to trustee under trust deed

Agreement that unpaid distributed amount converted into a loan to trustee

Certain loans and transactions not treated as dividends

PS LA 2010/4 and potential Section 3 loans

Division 7A, Subdiv EA ITAA36: unpaid present entitlements

Present entitlement

Net income may refer to accounting profit

Present entitlement wholly paid out

Creation of a present entitlement is not a payment

Present entitlement satisfied by settlement on sub-trust for private company

Payments by trust offset against unpaid present entitlement attributable to trust’s unrealised gains
Payment
Payments through interposed entities
Present entitlement of a shareholder against the trust
Unrealised gains
CGT consequences to beneficiary
Trustee’s attribution of trust distributions to unpaid present entitlements
Loan back agreements for the distribution of an unrealised gain
Loan by trustee to shareholder or associate
Loans through interposed entities
Multiple loans
Subdivision EA loan amount becomes Div 7A dividend to company beneficiary
Debt forgiveness by trustee to shareholder or associate
Subdivision EB: payments and loans made by a trustee through interposed entities
Deemed entitlement of private company
Payment or loan amount
Dividend amount
Previous unpaid present entitlement transactions ignored
Section 109XA amounts become assessable dividends – s 109XB
Payment hypothesis
Loan hypothesis
Debt forgiveness hypothesis
Amount of assessable dividend
Application of Div 7A ITAA36 to corporate limited partnerships
Division 7A ITAA36 modified
Trustee loans made before 12 December 2002

**Part 8 - Infants, Divorce and Death**

**Chapter 34 Infant beneficiaries**

Assessment rules

No present entitlement

Section 99B
PART A: TRUST DISTRIBUTIONS TO INFANT BENEFICIARIES

No distributions to infants

Trustee Acts appropriation power

Express powers to make distribution to infant beneficiary

Inherent jurisdiction of court to allow income to be used for maintenance

Trustee’s statutory powers to distribute income for infant beneficiary’s maintenance

Statutory powers to distribute capital for infant beneficiary’s advancement and benefit

PART B: DIVISION 6AA ITAA36

Penal tax regime for infants

Tax returns

Prescribed and excepted persons

Section 98

Operation of s 100 for two or more trusts or infant with other income

Section 97A

Section 99B

Sections 99 and 99A

Attribution of excepted and non-excepted trust income to infant beneficiary

Streaming of income between beneficiaries

PART C: DIVISION 6AA ITAA36 EXCEPTED TRUST INCOME

Deceased estates

Employment income

Investment income

Rule against limited or conditional transfers of property

Infant beneficiary must acquire interest in trust property when trust ends

Distribution from discretionary trust of income received from a deceased estate to an infant beneficiary

Transfers of an interest in a discretionary trust

Investment income from compensation for loss of parental support or personal injury

Investment income from other compensation claims and payments

Proceeds of parent’s life insurance policy
Investment income from property transferred by certain public funds
Investment income as result of family breakdown
Investment income from inheritances
  Devolution for the benefit of the child
  Indirect devolutions
  Commissioner may reduce amount of excepted trust income
Investment income from a lottery prize
Use of property during the term of the trust
Reinvestments
Investment of accumulations of excepted trust income
Non-arm’s length transactions
Anti-avoidance rule
Can a discretionary trust have excepted trust income?

Chapter 35 Marriage and family breakdown
Scope of this chapter
Trusts created in expectation or because of marriage
Variation of trusts created in expectation or because of marriage
Trusts in expectation of separation or marriage breakdown may be unenforceable
Trusts created under a separation agreement
FTDT and distributions to ex-spouses

PART A: TRUST DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MAINTENANCE
Maintenance payments made by a spouse are exempt income of other spouse and their children
  In the nature of maintenance
  Payments between spouses or for benefit of child
  Income diversions
Distributions from existing trust for maintenance not exempt
  Bare trusts
Distributions from spouse’s deceased estate for maintenance not exempt
Distributions for maintenance from trust to which spouse has diverted property or income not exempt
Spouse may disclaim trust distributions made in substitution of exempt maintenance
Short-term and collapsible trusts for maintenance payments are tax-effective for trust creator

Section 102CA

PART B INFANT BENEFICIARIES, COURT ORDERED TRUSTS AND DIV 6AA ITAA36 EXCEPTED TRUST INCOME

Investment income of trust from property transferred as result of family breakdown

Spouses ceasing to live together

Parents not living together as spouses when infant was born

Court order, determination or assessment required

Part VIII A financial agreements

Will a court order satisfy s 102AG(2A)?

State and territory laws for de facto relationships

Children must acquire trust property when trust ends

Trust income must be derived from investment of property transferred to trust

Family use of transferred property

PART C: CGT CONSEQUENCES OF TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING TRUSTS AND TRUST INTERESTS ON MARRIAGE BREAKDOWN

Types of transactions

Family Court property powers on marriage breakdown

Section 74 of the Family Law Act 1975 – spousal maintenance

Section 79 of the Family Law Act 1975 – alteration of property interests

Section 90AE of the Family Law Act 1975 – court may make s 79 order to bind third parties

Section 80 of the Family Law Act 1975 – general property orders

Family Court property powers and Commissioner’s claims

Tax consequences of property orders

Splitting property held as joint tenants

Interest expense on funds borrowed to comply with property order

Property orders may create trusts

CGT roll-over relief for transactions between spouses on marriage breakdown

Court-ordered trigger events

Section 90G financial agreements

Requirement of marriage breakdown
No roll-over relief for property transferred under informal agreements

Consent orders activate roll-over relief

Variation or cancellation of court orders

Court orders that declare or create property or contractual interest in a spouse

Court order does not refer to specific property

Court order refers to specific property

Court-approved maintenance agreements

De facto spouses

No election required

Spouses cannot contract out of Subdiv 126-A

Avoiding the operation of Subdiv 126-A

No roll-over for trading stock

Roll-over of Div 152 ITAA97 active assets

Appointment of new test individual for a family trust

CGT roll-over does not affect tax treatment of ordinary income

No CGT roll-over relief if transferee spouse dies before actual transfer

Disposal CGT events

   Transferor’s position

   Transferee’s position

   Collectables and personal use assets

   Transferee’s discounted capital gain

   Pre-CGT assets

Creation CGT events

   Transferor’s position

   Transferee’s position

CGT roll-over relief for transactions involving a trustee

Transactions involving interests in a trust and trustee loans

   Cost base of other assets

   Transferee is also owner of the other asset

Special rule for CGT event C2
Dwelling of spouses held by trust and transferred to one spouse because of marriage breakdown order

No roll-over relief if sale to a third party

CGT roll-over relief for transactions involving Div 6AAA ITAA36 trusts

Record-keeping obligations of transferors and transferees

Present entitlement to trust income pending property settlement

Joint bank accounts

Agreement to apply after-tax trust distributions because of marriage breakdown

Change of control of a family trust 1638

**Chapter 36 Deceased estates and testamentary trusts**

Division 128 ITAA97

Subdivision 104-E

Unadministered and administered estates

Legal personal representative and trustee

Future trusts

Effect of death on pre-CGT trust

Deceased person’s trust assets

GST consequences

Division 6AAA ITAA36 trust transferor rules

Tax consequences of death not considered

**PART A: GENERAL CONCEPTS**

What happens to a person’s property on death?

Different roles of legal personal representative and trustee

An administrator may become a trustee

Concept of an asset passing to a beneficiary

Testator family maintenance orders

Testamentary trusts

Agreement between legal personal representative and beneficiaries to change entitlements

Trustee of testamentary trust purchases asset to give to beneficiary

Trustee of testamentary trust is bare trustee for beneficiary for new asset
Beneficiary under will is a chain of trusts and assets pass down chain

Agreement between life tenant and residuary or final beneficiaries after estate fully administered

Agreement by surviving joint tenant to transfer entirety to claimant under deceased’s will

Interest of final or residuary beneficiary in deceased estate does not necessarily pass under the testator’s will to their beneficiary when they die

Difference between receiving a bequest and giving it away and giving away an entitlement

CGT asset owned by deceased

Will includes any document that must be executed as a will

Succession provisions in partnership agreements

Revival of revoked will through a codicil

Court order that has the effect of a will is treated as a will

Promise made before death creates debt payable on death

Directions to superannuation funds and life insurance companies

Death bed gifts are not wills

Choses in action

Future trusts may arise from agreements to leave property in a will or make mutual wills

Inter vivos trust under which creator’s interest ceases on death is not a will

Gift in will to trust or company that testator controls may be void

A gift in a will of property owned by a trust or a company in which the donor is a beneficiary or shareholder may be a valid gift

PART B: INCOME OF DECEASED UP TO DATE OF DEATH

Final tax year

Assessable income of deceased’s final tax year

Cash basis deceased

Cash basis deceased and property transactions

Accruals basis deceased

Bonus shares issued after death

Division 6AAA ITAA36 trust transferor rules

Allowable deductions of deceased’s final tax year

Cash basis deceased
Accruals basis deceased
Prepayments
Charitable gift deductions
Depreciating assets
Unclaimed borrowing expenses
Bad debts not written off before death
Expenses incurred by legal personal representative for deceased's obligations before death
Deceased's unused tax losses are lost
Tax-related expenses incurred by legal personal representative for deceased's tax affairs before death
Deceased's tax offsets, rebates and credits
Deceased carrying on primary production business
  Capital allowances
  Income averaging
  Forced disposals
  Double wool clips

PART C: TAX EVENTS DEEMED TO OCCUR AT DEATH THAT RELATE BACK TO DECEASED'S FINAL TAX YEAR

No CGT gain or loss as a result of death
Pre-CGT shares or trust interests of deceased where company or trust has 75% post-CGT assets: CGT event K6

Deceased's final year includes CGT gains and losses for disposals to exempt entities, superannuation funds and foreign residents: CGT event K3
  Exempt entity
  Bequest to life tenant with exempt entity as residuary beneficiary
  Complying superannuation entity
  Foreign resident
  Test time
  CGT asset passes to a beneficiary
  Timing of the event
  Calculation of capital gain or loss
  Discounted capital gain
Small business Div 152 ITAA97 CGT concessions

Pre-CGT assets

CGT gain offset by deduction under s 118-60

Exception for testamentary gifts to cultural bequests program

Foreign beneficiaries in Australian deceased estate of a foreign deceased

Trading stock of deceased

Roll-over relief

Depreciating assets of deceased

Termination value on death

Roll-over relief

Depreciating asset passes to legal personal representative

Depreciating asset passes to beneficiary

CGT gain or loss

Deceased’s traditional securities

PART D: DECEASED’S PROPERTY INTERESTS THAT ARE LOST ON DEATH

Death of joint tenant

Survivor’s cost base

Main residence held by joint tenants one of whom dies

Subsequent disposal by survivor and operation of discount capital gains rules

Subsequent disposal by survivor and operation of Div 152 ITAA97 small business CGT concessions

Severance of a joint tenancy at or before death

Severance of joint tenancy through trust transfer

Joint tenant acquires deprecating asset

Deceased’s superannuation paid directly to a beneficiary

Superannuation death benefit

Tax-free and taxable components

Death benefits dependant

Tax treatment of death benefits to a dependant: lump sums

Tax treatment of death benefits to a dependant: income stream from taxed elements
Tax treatment of death benefits to a dependant: income stream from untaxed elements

Tax treatment of death benefits to a dependant under 25 years: income stream

Tax treatment of death benefits to a non-dependant: lump sums

Tax treatment of death benefits to a non-dependant: income streams

Tax treatment of payments in breach of statutory requirements

Superannuation benefits paid from Australian non-complying superannuation fund to person on death of a member

Superannuation benefits paid to Australian resident from foreign superannuation funds on death of a member

Payments made by deceased's employer directly to a beneficiary

Components of an employment termination amount

Taxation of the taxable component of life benefit termination payments

Death benefits dependant

Tax treatment of death benefit termination payments

How are dependants taxed?

How are non-dependants taxed?

ETPs are taxed separately from life benefit payments

Employment trust distributions

Life insurance

Residuary pensions and annuities

End of a life tenancy

PART E: FILING AND PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS FOR DECEASED’S FINAL TAX YEAR AND PREVIOUS YEARS

Deceased’s tax liability arises at death

Legal personal representative has statutory vicarious liability

Legal personal representative has indemnity claim against estate

Co-contribution between joint trustees

Legal personal representative’s liability if deceased assessed after assets distributed

Beneficiaries’ liability if no assets left to pay deceased’s tax

Commissioner’s powers when no administration started for a deceased’s estate

Deceased insolvent or bankrupt at death
PART F: CAPITAL DEALINGS OF INTERESTS IN AN UNADMINISTERED DECEASED ESTATE

Beneficiary's interest in estate during administration

   Commissioner ignores this rule for Div 149 ITAA97 purposes

Legal personal representative becoming trustee during administration

CGT consequences of dealings by potential beneficiaries in unadministered estate

Potential beneficiary disclaims potential interest in unadministered estate

Interest in unadministered estate becomes interest in administered estate

PART G: TAXATION OF DECEASED ESTATE UP TO THE END OF ITS ADMINISTRATION

Amounts received by trustee after deceased's death that would have been assessable to deceased if received before death

   Section 101A income always taxed under s 99/99A
   Salary and wages
   Profit distributions
   Work in progress payments received after death
   Property transactions
   Damages awards
   Arrears of pension
   Can s 101A apply if the deceased was on an accruals basis?
   Farm management deposit amounts
   Expenses incurred for s 101A income
   Distributions of s 101A income to presently entitled beneficiary before year end
   Section 101A not apply to deemed Div 6AAA ITAA36 income

Deceased's superannuation paid to deceased estate

   Trustee will not pass on superannuation death benefit to beneficiary
   Trustee can stream distributions to beneficiaries to access exemptions and concessions
   Distributions to beneficiaries are non-income receipts

Payments from deceased's employer to deceased estate

   Trustee will not pass on death benefit termination payment to beneficiary
   Trustee can stream distributions to beneficiaries to access exemption and concession
   Distributions to beneficiaries are non-income receipts
Annual leave and long service leave payments

Unused losses of deceased not applied against s 101A income

Losses of trustee after deceased's death that would have been allowable to deceased if incurred before death

Unadministered estate’s net income apart from s 101A

- Accounting treatment
- Funeral policies
- Expenses incurred for deceased’s income earning activities before death
- Expenses for legal personal representative’s activities before appointment
- Expenses for legal personal representative’s activities after appointment
- Interest expenses on funds borrowed to pay distribution to beneficiary
- Bad debts of deceased written off by legal personal representative
- Realisation of asset or profit-making scheme
- Trading stock
  - Legal personal representative starts a business and deceased's capital asset is converted into trading stock
  - Legal personal representative fells trees growing on deceased’s land for sale
- Depreciating assets
  - Capital gain or loss from balancing adjustment event for depreciable asset
- Legal personal representative continues deceased’s primary production business
- Sale of deceased's leased car by legal personal representative
- Refunded aged care facility accommodation bond
- Charitable gifts by legal personal representative
- Private company forgives debt owed by deceased shareholder – Div 7A ITAA36 dividend

Gains from disposals of CGT assets to third party and non-distribution disposals to beneficiaries

- Pre-CGT assets owned by deceased
- CGT assets
  - Trustee’s costs part of cost base of CGT assets of trust
  - Disposal profit can be ordinary income of deceased estate
  - Realisation of CGT assets to make testamentary gift can give rise to capital gain
- Determining cost base of deceased’s assets where no available records
Foreign legal personal representative

Disposition of deceased's pre-CGT land with post-CGT building or improvements

Dispensation of deceased's main residence to third party or non-distribution disposal to beneficiaries

Dwelling and main residence

Ownership interest

Absence rules

Main residence just before death

End of an ownership interest

Pre-CGT dwellings – the CGT exemption may apply to more than one of the deceased's dwellings

Condition 2(a) – ownership interest ends within two years of the deceased's death

Condition 2(b)(i) – surviving spouse

Condition 2(b)(ii) – right of an individual to occupy the deceased's dwelling under the deceased's will

Condition 2(b)(i) and (ii) – main residence period must begin from the time of the deceased's death

Condition 2(b)(i) and (ii) – main residence period cannot end before legal personal representative's ownership period end

Condition 1(b) – partial exemption if ownership interest in dwelling passed to beneficiary

Condition 1(b) – deceased previously used dwelling to earn income but it was main residence at time of death

Dispensation by legal personal representative if condition 1 satisfied but not condition 2

Deceased died during or after building, repairing or renovating dwelling

Legal personal representative demolishes dwelling

Miscellaneous exemptions

Cost base

Discount capital gains

Condition 2(b)(iii) – ownership interest in deceased's dwelling passes to an individual beneficiary under the deceased's will

Death of life tenant/surrender by life tenant who had right to occupy deceased's dwelling

Foreign main residence

Executor acquires dwelling for occupation by beneficiary under deceased's will

Executor transfers ownership interest to beneficiary for no consideration
Executor sells ownership interest to beneficiary or transfers it to third party

Under the deceased's will

Multiple occupation of dwelling

Arrangements that vary will directions or provide discretion to beneficiary

CGT events

Discount capital gains

Deceased acquired asset before 20 September 1985

Deceased acquired asset after 19 September 1985

Death before 21 September 1999 and after 19 September 1985

Division 152 active assets

Legal personal representative can access Div 152 concessions within two years of death

Subdivision 152-B 15-year exemption

Subdivision 152-D retirement exemption

Deceased's assets include Subdiv 152-E roll-over asset that devolves to legal personal representative

Deceased's personal use assets and collectables

Trust losses of unadministered estate

Unadministered estate may make family trust election

Expenses when determining trust and beneficiary issues

Interest expenses to pay taxes, trustee charges and fund distributions

Present entitlement of beneficiary during administration

FCT v Whiting

Section 95A(2)

Section 101A income

Possibility of family maintenance order

Estate becomes fully administered during an income year

Commissioner’s alternative practice

When does an estate become fully administered?

Tax offsets, rebates and credits of unadministered estate

Dividend franking rebates
Foreign tax offsets

Taxation of distributed and accumulated income from deceased estate

Legal personal representative elects deceased estate as family trust

Deceased estate may be closely held trust after five years

Accumulated income

Income-type payments to beneficiaries paid from trust capital

**PART H: TAX LIABILITIES OF LEGAL PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND BENEFICIARIES FOR DECEASED AND DECEASED ESTATE**

Legal personal representative’s advice from Commissioner before making distributions

Legal personal representative must file tax returns, comply with tax laws and pay taxes

Legal personal representative’s personal tax liability after estate partly or completely administered

  Amended assessments issued after assets distributed

  Legal personal representative’s liability apart from the TAA53

Liability of beneficiaries if no assets left to pay deceased’s tax

**PART I: ASSET DISTRIBUTIONS TO BENEFICIARIES FROM A DECEASED ESTATE**

Family trust election and distributions of capital outside family group

Failure of legal personal representative to make correct TB statement

Distributions from a testamentary trust to a beneficiary

Cash distributions

  Cash distribution from sale of pre-CGT asset

  Distributions from deceased’s superannuation and employer payments

  Cash distribution from a foreign deceased estate

Trading stock distributed to beneficiary

  Legal personal representative does not carry on deceased's business

  Legal personal representative carries on deceased's business

  Distributions in specie and s 70-100 elections

Depreciating asset distributed to a beneficiary

Capital asset distributions

  Multiple deaths

  Beneficiary's position for pre-CGT assets owned by deceased
Beneficiary’s position for CGT assets
Beneficiary’s capital expenditure to preserve or defend title to CGT asset
Expenses of legal personal representative added to beneficiary’s cost base
Legal personal representative acquires and distributes CGT assets not owned by deceased
Roll-over CGT assets

Division 152 ITAA97 active assets
Beneficiary can access Div 152 concessions within two years of death
Subdivision 152-B 15-year exemption
Subdivision 152-D retirement exemption
Deceased’s assets included Subdiv 152-E roll-over asset that passes to a beneficiary

Discount capital gains
Deceased with pre-CGT land but post-CGT building or improvements
Distribution of deceased’s main residence to beneficiary
Dwelling held by joint tenants
Beneficiary’s absence
Beneficiary demolishes deceased’s dwelling
A beneficiary with a contingent interest does not have an ownership interest
Distribution to beneficiary of dwelling used as main residence and purchased by executor under will
Deceased’s personal use assets and collectables
Distributions to exempt entities
Certain capital gains or capital losses can be disregarded
Flow-through of franking credits to beneficiaries
Beneficiary disclaims distribution before receipt
Beneficiary’s allowable deductions
Deceased’s assets in need of repair

PART J: TESTAMENTARY TRUSTS

Trusts that arise under a will
Testamentary trust may be a unit trust
Rectification of a testamentary trust and better tax outcomes
Trustee and beneficiaries vary testamentary trust
Delegation of powers by testator to trustee of testamentary trust

Tax rules applicable to testamentary trusts

CGT events E1 and E2 ignored in practice

Division 128 ITAA97 operates for asset passing from administered estate to testamentary trust

Testamentary trust may elect to be family trust

Testamentary trust may be a closely held trust

Section 102B has no application

Section 102CA has no application

Distribution and accumulation of net income

Capital gains assessed to beneficiary who cannot benefit

Trustee election under Subdiv 115-C

Commissioner allows trustee to contract out of s 99 or 99A

Flow-through of franking credits to beneficiaries

Discount capital gains

Infant beneficiaries under testamentary trusts

Trust loss rules apply to testamentary trusts

CGT asset "passing" under testamentary trust

Trading stock distributed to beneficiary

Depreciating asset distributed to beneficiary

Capital asset distributions

Pre-CGT assets owned by deceased

Termination of life or term beneficiary's interest

Division 152 ITAA97 active assets

Deceased's assets include Subdiv 152-E roll-over asset that passes to trustee of testamentary trust

Deceased with pre-CGT land but post-CGT building or improvements

Distribution of deceased's main residence to beneficiary

Distribution of dwelling purchased by trustee under will

Beneficiary's cost base

Arrangements that vary testamentary trust
Deceased’s personal use assets and collectables

Trustee distributes capital assets not owned by deceased at death

Tax offsets, rebates and credits of testamentary trust

Taxation of distributed and accumulated income from testamentary trust

Source of funds
Accumulated income
Distributions free of tax
Medicare levy

Charitable testamentary trusts

Distributions to deductible gift recipients

Corporatisation and corporate spin-offs of testamentary trusts

PART K: APPLICATION OF SS 99 AND 99A TO ACCUMULATED INCOME OF DECEASED ESTATES AND TESTAMENTARY TRUSTS

Automatic s 99 or 99A assessments

Section 101A income always taxed under s 99 or 99A

Sections 99 and 99A tax rates

Section 99A for deceased estates and testamentary trusts
Section 99 rate for deceased estates

Section 99

Trust results from a will
Possible application of s 102
Section 99 does not apply to trusts created before death
Section 99 does not apply if trust voluntarily created over property received under a will

Commissioner’s discretion

Commissioner under positive duty to determine if application of s 99A is unreasonable
Determination must be made on annual basis
Trustee must guess Commissioner’s discretion at time of filing trust return
Commissioner required to set out factual basis and reasons for decision
Exercise of the discretion

Commissioner’s s 99/99A practice
Multiple trusts created under a will
Discount capital gains
Subsequent distribution of accumulated income
Medicare levy

Deceased estates
Testamentary trusts

PART L: CAPITAL EVENTS AND DEALINGS OF BENEFICIARY’S INTERESTS IN A TESTAMENTARY TRUST

Life/term interests and residuary/final interests

Life and term beneficiaries
The residuary beneficiaries
Dealings by life/term beneficiary
Dealings by residuary/final beneficiary
Death of beneficiary with life interest
Death of life tenant who had right to occupy deceased’s dwelling
Surrender of life tenant’s interest to occupy deceased’s dwelling

CGT events E5, E6, E7 and E8 have no tax effect for testamentary trusts except for assets acquired by trustee after death

Voluntary disclaimer or surrender of interest in testamentary trust

Disclaimer after acceptance
Disclaimer of life interest in main residence

Trustee makes capital payment or distributes trust asset to beneficiary in respect of beneficiary’s interest

Beneficiary becomes absolutely entitled to trust asset
Post-death acquired CGT asset

Trustee distributes trust asset to end beneficiary’s income right
Post-death acquired CGT asset

Trustee distributes trust asset to end beneficiary’s capital interest
Post-death acquired CGT asset

Disposal by trustee of CGT asset to residuary beneficiary on death of life beneficiary
No CGT consequence to deceased life beneficiary
Disposal of capital interest to third party: CGT event E8
Disposal of interest to third party: CGT event A1
Trust creation or trust transfer of life or term interest: CGT events E1 and E2
Disposals by trustee to beneficiary for mixed reasons
Transactions involving interests in pre-CGT testamentary trusts
Will creates different interests in land outside of testamentary trust

**PART M: DEATH OF A PARTNER**

**Death and partnership dissolution**

**Continuing partnership**
- Legal personal representative sells partnership share
- Deceased partner's interest "expires"

**Dissolved partnership**
- Share of work in progress at death
- Liability for deceased partner's pre-death expenses and losses not deductible by legal personal representative
- Continuing partner's expenses incurred for pre-death partnership business

**Partnership between spouses with property held as joint tenants**

**Trading stock of dissolved partnership**
- Roll-over relief

**Depreciating assets of dissolved partnership**
- Roll-over relief

**Primary production partnerships**
- Successor partnership may elect to be treated as dissolved partnership

**Loss of profit payments between dissolution and actual distribution**

**Legal personal representative acquires deceased’s partnership interest as CGT asset**
- Partnership goodwill

---

**Part 9 - Trusts Administration and Practice**

**Chapter 37 Trust termination**

**PART A: TRUST LAW RULES FOR TRUST TERMINATION**

**Conditions**
Trusts rescinded if creator induced by fraud, duress, undue influence or mistake

Failure of condition precedent
Occurrence of condition subsequent
Occurrence of termination or vesting date
Trust may continue for purpose of trustee’s right of indemnity

Merger of legal and equitable interests
Distribution of all trust property under terms of trust
Person other than trustee may terminate the trust
  Tax consequences of trust creator having power to revoke trust
  Tax consequences of beneficiary having power to terminate and benefit from trust termination
  Bankruptcy of person with power to terminate
  Death of person with power to terminate
Beneficiaries may exercise rights under rule in Saunders v Vautier
  Discretionary trusts
  Trustee may have to take other actions to terminate trust

Testamentary trusts created under a will may be treated as separate trusts
A court may order termination of a trust
Trustee’s right of indemnity exceeds trust assets
Lack of trustee

PART B: TRUSTEE’S OBLIGATIONS ON TRUST TERMINATION

Trustee must recover all trust property
Trustee must consider possible unknown beneficiaries
Trustee cannot delay distributions because of possible claim from another beneficiary
Trustee must consider own claims and claims of creditors before making final distributions
Trustee cannot delay distributions because of unquantified right of indemnity
Trustee must consider if beneficiary indebted to trust
Trustee Acts establish procedure for trustee’s protection
Improper distributions may be traced by proper claimants
  Intermingling of funds of different beneficiaries
  Failure to comply with advertising procedure
Shortfall of funds to pay trustee’s tax liabilities
Trustee may require possible claimant to put-up or shut-up

Deceased estates
Inter vivos trusts

Realisation and distributions of trust property may give rise to trust assessable income 1854

Realisation of trust property
In specie distribution of trust property
Trustee cannot make distribution if trust left without funds to pay tax

Div 152 ITAA97 small business CGT concessions

PART C: TAX CONSEQUENCES OF TERMINATING DISTRIBUTIONS

Trust’s deduction of termination costs
Beneficiary’s deduction of termination costs they incurred
Termination of bare trust a benign tax event

Inter vivos trusts

Pre-CGT trusts with pre-CGT assets

Unit trusts
Deceased estates
Testamentary trusts

Chapter 38 Trusts practice issues

Scope of this chapter

PART A: BENEFICIARY ISSUES

Commissioner’s involvement in proper administration of trusts
Commissioner has no power to increase beneficiary’s cost base if trustee fails to distribute non-income receipts

Beneficiary’s allowable deductions

Costs incurred to terminate a trust
Trust’s tax-related expenses paid by beneficiary

Beneficiary’s interest deductions

Interest on borrowings to fund acquisition of units in unit trust or interest in fixed trust
Interest on borrowings to fund acquisition of units in hybrid discretionary trust
Interest on borrowings to lend funds at interest to a trust
Interest-free or interest-subsidised loans to a trust
Interest-free loans to discretionary trusts
Commercial debt forgiveness rules
Disguised personal benefits

Losses from managed investment schemes

What did TR 2007/8 say?
Hance v FCT and Hanneberry v FCT
The withdrawal of TR 2007/8
Special regime for forestry managed investment schemes
Managed investment funds where trustee expenses reflected in unit price
Division 275 ITAA97

Guarantees by a beneficiary for trustee’s debt
Deductibility of guarantee payments
Capital loss
Bad debt deduction

Payment by beneficiary to remove trustee
Refund of incorrectly paid distributions
Beneficiary’s access to trust’s accounts, tax returns and other records
Specific information rights in trust deed
Trust deed is silent
Discretionary trusts
Dispute about whether a person is a beneficiary
Legal advice in trustee/beneficiary disputes
Trustee may recover legal costs against beneficiary who seeks access to trust documents

Beneficiary objecting to or appealing a tax assessment on trustee
Beneficiary may be liable for costs of trustee’s court proceedings
Beneficiary may have Corporations Act remedies if dissatisfied with trustee that is a company

**PART B: TRUSTEE ISSUES**

Trustee personally liable for trust debts
Third party personal rights against trustee may be excluded by contract

Trustee has statutory personal tax liabilities

- Section 254
  - Trustee’s s 254 liability separate from beneficiary’s liability
  - Trustee’s obligation to withhold tax in s 254(1)(d)
  - Trustee’s liability does not depend on beneficiary not able to pay their own tax
  - Trustee's s 98, 99 and 99A liability not limited by s 254(1)(e)
  - Trustee's requirement to file tax returns
- Lawyer's and accountant's trust accounts
- Receivers

Trustee’s indemnity against trust estate

- Properly incurred
- Set-off of trust’s claims against trustee
- Trustee pays capital gains tax of income beneficiaries when they have no beneficial entitlement to capital gain
- Trustee’s failure to minimise taxes on trust
- Trustee has a beneficial interest in the trust property
- Trustee’s right of indemnity and beneficiary’s present entitlement
- Trustee’s right of indemnity and beneficiary’s absolute entitlement
- Right of a retired trustee to indemnity
  - Indemnity does not extend to trust distribution after it is in separate trust fund
- Multinational deceased estates and foreign taxes
- Trustee's creditors can access the trustee's right of indemnity
- Reimbursement from non-cash trust assets
- Co-trustee's right of indemnity for individual acts

Trust instrument may specifically deal with right of indemnity

- Trustee’s indemnity from beneficiaries
- Trustee’s indemnity from trust creator
- Liquidator of a trustee company and trustee’s indemnity
- Liquidated or de-registered trustee company
Loss of right to indemnity
Loss of right to object or appeal
Liability of directors of corporate trustees
Directors’ duty of care
Trustee’s legal fees
Trust’s tax-related expenses paid by director of trustee company
Bankruptcy of individual trustee
Retirement and replacement of trustees
  Retirement and replacement of trustee
  Records of former trustee
  Right of indemnity
  Tax objections and appeals
  New trustee has no resort to former trustee’s right of indemnity
Deductibility of payment to remove trustee
Unpaid distributions
Trustee’s debt to beneficiary forgiven
Trustee’s superannuation contributions for directors of trustee company
Third party creditors

PART C: GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
Creation of trust and trust transfer
Registration of trust
Registration of trustee
  Trustee services
  Trustees that are responsible entities of managed investment schemes
  Trustees that are companies
  Change of trustee
Trust makes supplies
  Sales by trustee
  Trust makes supply to a beneficiary
Registration of beneficiaries
Income distributions
In specie distributions and inter vivos trusts
Bare trusts
Deceased estates
  Effect of death on registration
  Effect of death on instalment period
  Deceased’s input credits
  Legal personal representative or beneficiary carry on deceased’s enterprise
  In specie distributions to a beneficiary

PART D: CRIMINAL TAX OFFENCES RELATING TO TRUSTS
Arrangements to avoid payment of income tax
Aiding and abetting
Arrangements to secure inability to pay income tax
  Bona fide financing arrangements
Evidence of income tax payable

PART E: PART IVA ITAA36 AND TRUSTS
Commissioner’s general approach
Commissioner’s Pt IVA ITAA36 rulings involving trusts
  Taxation determinations
  Private rulings
  Taxpayer alerts
Trustee may have to minimise tax
Commissioner’s decision whether or not to apply Pt IVA ITAA36

PART F: MISSING TRUST DOCUMENTS
Missing documents
  Missing cost base records

Part 10 – International Aspects
Chapter 39 Australian resident trusts and foreign resident beneficiaries
Resident and non-resident trusts and beneficiaries

PART A: AUSTRALIAN RESIDENT TRUSTS
Sections 99 and 99A

Residence for CGT purposes
Trustee a resident individual
Trustee a resident company
Trustee a non-resident but the central management and control of trust in Australia

PART B: AUSTRALIAN-SOURCE TRUST INCOME

Trust net income attributable to sources in Australia

Income source principles

Business profits and capital gains

  Profits from dealings in land
  Share dealings
  Funds management income

Capital gains

Interest

Dividends

Trust distributions

Rents

Royalties

Natural resources income

Personal services income

The attribution process

Time and source attribution for beneficiaries who change residence during a tax year

PART C: CGT ASSETS AND TAXABLE AUSTRALIAN PROPERTY

CGT asset that is not taxable Australian property

Taxable Australian property

Taxable Australian real property

  Indirect real property interest

Australian resident trust is permanent establishment in Australia for foreign resident

  No double tax treaty applies
  Double tax treaty applies
PART D: TRUST CREATION

Liability of trustee assessed under s 102 if trust creator a non-resident

Non-resident creates a trust: CGT event E1
Non-resident transfers asset to a trust: CGT event E2
Non-resident agrees for consideration to create a trust over future property: CGT event E9

PART E: BENEFICIARY AND THIRD PARTY DEALINGS

Disposal by foreign resident beneficiary of capital interest: CGT event E8
Trust corporatisation, takeover and demerger roll-overs
Disposal by foreign resident beneficiary of interest in Australian resident trust

PART F: TRUSTEE AND BENEFICIARY CAPITAL DEALINGS

Capital dealings
CGT event E4
CGT events E5, E6 and E7

PART G: CHANGE OF RESIDENCY OF A TRUST

Resident trust becomes a foreign trust
Resident trust for CGT purposes
Capital gain or loss on trust’s loss of Australian residence
    Indirect Australian real property interests of trust that ceases to be Australian resident trust
Foreign beneficiary does not make capital gain or loss if Australian resident trust becomes foreign trust
Foreign trust becomes a resident trust

PART H: DISTRIBUTIONS OF TRUST NET INCOME TO NON-RESIDENT BENEFICIARIES

Chains of trusts
Beneficiary a non-resident at time of present entitlement to foreign source trust income but a resident at some other time in tax year
Non-resident beneficiary, not under legal disability, presently entitled and not a trustee of sub-trust
Non-resident beneficiary, not under legal disability, presently entitled and a trustee of sub-trust
    Distributing trustee also subject to taxation
Non-resident individual beneficiary, not under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2) and not a trustee of sub-trust
    Taxation of trustee
Beneficiary subject to s 100 tax rules

Non-resident individual beneficiary, not under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2) and a trustee of subtrust

Distributing trustee also subject to taxation

Individual beneficiary may also be assessable under s 100

Non-resident individual beneficiary, under legal disability and presently entitled

Taxation of trustee

Beneficiary subject to s 100 tax rules

Non-resident individual beneficiary, under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2)

Taxation of trustee

Beneficiary subject to s 100 tax rules

Non-resident company beneficiary, not under legal disability, presently entitled and not a trustee of sub-trust

Non-resident company beneficiary, not under legal disability, presently entitled and a trustee of sub-trust

Non-resident company beneficiary, not under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2) and not a trustee of sub-trust

Taxation of trustee

Company beneficiary may also be assessable under s 100

Non-resident company beneficiary, not under legal disability, deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2) and a trustee of subtrust

Distributing trustee also subject to taxation

Company beneficiary may also be assessable under s 100

Non-resident company beneficiary, under legal disability and presently entitled

Taxation of trustee

Beneficiary subject to s 100 tax rules

Non-resident beneficiary otherwise exempt from tax

Non-resident charities not exempt from Australian tax

Non-resident beneficiaries assessed under s 97 with extra capital gains

Foreign resident company beneficiary

Trustee’s liability under s 98(3)

Foreign source income and non-resident beneficiaries
Australian source income and non-resident beneficiaries

Division 115 ITAA97 concession – s 98(3)(a)

No Division 115 ITAA97 concession – s 98(3)(b)

Beneficiary who changes tax residence during a tax year

Section 100 tax rules for non-resident beneficiaries

Section 98A tax rules for non-resident beneficiaries – s 98(3)

Concessional treatment for conduit foreign income

Distributing trustee not assessed

Section 99B only operates for resident beneficiaries

Exclusion of non-TAP capital gains from trust net income 1960CGT exclusion if trustee taxed under s 98

Exclusion does not apply to revenue gains or TAP gains

Trust in which beneficiary has vested interest only in their lifetime

No exclusion if gain has an Australian source

No exclusion for distributions through a discretionary trust

Trustee’s obligations to Commissioner

PART I: CHAINS OF TRUSTS

Special rules when beneficiary of trust is a non-resident trustee

Primary liability on first distributing trust

Section 98(4) tax rate

Second and subsequent distributing trusts have no tax liability

Section 99E does not affect other Australian tax liabilities

Tax liability of ultimate beneficiaries

Non-resident beneficiary’s deduction for trustee’s s 98(4) tax

Parallel operation of s 98A(3) and 100

Loss of deduction for unused first distributing trustee’s s 98(4) tax

Ultimate beneficiary is Australian resident

Ultimate beneficiary is Australian resident under a legal disability or deemed to be presently entitled under s 95A(2)

Discount capital gain included in trust net income

PART J: SECTION 99 AND 99A TAXATION
Application of ss 99 and 99A to resident trusts

Beneficiary a non-resident at time presently entitled to foreign source trust income but is a resident at some other time

Section 99D refund

  Commissioner's refund

  Commissioner's discretion to refuse refund

**PART K: WITHHOLDING TAX FOR NON-RESIDENT BENEFICIARY PRESENTLY ENTITLED TO DIVIDENDS, INTEREST AND ROYALTIES**

Diverted trust income

Double tax treaties do not apply if there is treaty abuse

Dividends, interest and royalties can retain their character when distributed to non-resident beneficiary

Commissioner to re-consider income streaming through trusts

Trust’s expenses incurred in earning dividends, interest and royalties

Trust may be subject to withholding tax even if no net income or in loss position

Dividends

  Franked dividends

Interest

  Beneficiary has permanent establishment in Australia

  Double tax treaties and deemed permanent establishment

Proposed changes to managed investment trust regime

Royalties

Payments through interposed exempt entities

Liability to pay withholding tax

Tax effect to recipient of payment subject to withholding tax

Sham distributions to take advantage of withholding tax rates

  Commissioner’s practice

No withholding tax if trustee already assessed under s 99 or 99A

No withholding tax if trustee already assessed under s 102

Withholding tax payable on distributions from trusts subject to Div 6A ITAA36 tax

No withholding tax on distributions if trustee already assessed on FTDT
No withholding tax on distributions if trustee already assessed on TBN DT

Trust distributions of dividends, interest and royalties to foreign charities

Distributions of dividends, interest and royalties to foreign trusts

**PART L: MANAGED INVESTMENT TRUSTS**

Double tax treaties

Division 275 ITAA97

Recipients with Australian permanent establishment are outside withholding tax regime

Managed investment trusts

Fund payments

Penalty tax for delayed fund payments

Withholding tax liability

Withholding tax rates

Custodians

Other intermediaries

Information notices

Ultimate beneficiary’s tax liability

Ultimate beneficiary’s current and carry-forward losses and tax off-sets

**Chapter 40 Foreign trusts**

Scope of this chapter

- Foreign and non-resident trusts
- Australian resident beneficiaries
- Foreign resident beneficiaries
- Australian source income
- Family trust election
- Foreign entities may be classified as trusts
- Trusts and Subdiv 115-C election

Four key situations

Attribution rules for foreign trusts with Australian beneficiaries that accumulate profits

- Transferor trust rules in Div 6AAA ITAA36
- Controlled foreign company rules in Pt X ITAA36
Overlapping provisions of Div 6, Div 6AAA and Pt X ITAA36 for Australian residents

Section 255 applies to trustees of foreign trusts

Foreign trusts may have to appoint Australian resident public officer

   No public officer appointed

Criminal liability

**PART A: OPERATION OF DIV 6 ITAA36 FOR FOREIGN TRUSTS**

Australian resident beneficiaries

   Section 99B

   Beneficiary assessable under s 97 or 100

   Trustee assessed under s 98 but beneficiary not assessable under s 100

   Sections 99 and 99A

   Beneficiary newly resident and entitled to accumulated trust income from non-resident trust

   Capital distributions from foreign trusts

   Foreign deceased estates

   Role of s 6-5(2)

Temporary Australian residents

   Sections 97 and 98 net income

   Sections 99 and 99A

   Distribution to temporary resident from foreign trust attributable to Australian source

Ultimate beneficiary in chain of trusts is Australian resident beneficiary and first distributing trust has a s 98(3) liability

   Resident individual beneficiary under legal disability or deemed presently entitled under s 95A(2)

**PART B: OPERATION OF DIV 6 AND DIV 6AAA ITAA36 FOR FOREIGN TRUSTS AND AUSTRALIAN RESIDENT BENEFICIARIES**

Division 6AAA and foreign trusts

   Transfers of property or services

   Discretionary trusts

   A unit trust may be a discretionary trust for sec. 102AAB purposes

   Transfer

   Services
Attributable taxpayer
Deceased estates
Attributable income
Reductions from attributable income
Section 102AAZD
Small amounts for trusts resident in listed countries
Transferor does not have access to foreign trust's accounts
Delayed section 102AAZD income subject to interest charge
Record-keeping requirements

Operation of Div 6AAA if Div 6 applies
Commissioner’s assessing practice for Div 6AAA ITAA36 trusts

PART C: OPERATION OF DIV 6 ITAA36 FOR FOREIGN TRUSTS AND FOREIGN BENEFICIARIES
Division 6 ITAA36 extends to foreign beneficiaries of foreign trusts
Section 98(3) assessments
Trustee assessed under s 98 but beneficiary not assessable under s 100
Division 6 ITAA36 excluded for Australian source non-TAP capital gains
Section 885-10 exclusion does not apply to revenue gains

PART D: OPERATION OF DOUBLE TAX TREATIES
Double tax treaties limit Australian taxation of foreign trusts
Residence of a trust not the trustee’s residence
Foreign resident beneficiaries deemed to have a permanent establishment in Australia

PART E: FOREIGN TRUSTS, FOREIGN RESIDENT BENEFICIARIES AND THE CGT REGIME
Extra-territorial scope of Australia's CGT regime
Disregarded capital gains not included in s 95 net income calculation
Indirect real property interest
Membership interest
Discretionary trusts
Non-portfolio interest test
Principal asset test
Direct participation interest

Indirect participation interest

Total participation interest

Application of principal asset test

Market valuation

Membership interests

Anti-avoidance

Non-residents can take advantage of tax-favoured capital gains

CGT roll-overs that apply to foreign residents

--- ends ---